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It is the purpose of this paper to give a description of the 
devo1opnt of a system of naturel regeneration for the Bonin forests, 
to iaastn'e the success of the iork, and to set out sons of the factors 
which appear to limit or to asei the regeneration. 
Between the latitudes 6 and 7 degrees north and the longitudes 
5 and 6 degrees east in Ueatorn Provinces, iligeria, is situated Bonin 
Division, the most southern and western of the four political Divisions 
which together form Benin Province, The area of Benin Division is 
apprczd.inately 4,000 square miles, and in 1931 (the latest census figures 
available) the population uns taken to be 111,000, although there is no 
doubt that during the last two docadea this latter figure has greatly 
increased due to a rising birth-crate and an influx of labour, mainly from 
the south and east, to the prosperous rubber estates and expanding timber 
industry. The provincial and divisional capital, Bonin City, lies in 
the centre of the Division. With a population of over 20,000 it is 
the hub from iftich radiate the several roads which serve the many arzl1 
and few large villages of the area and which link the capital with 
neighbouring Provinces. 
GEOLOGY. Crystalline rocks (the 'undifferentiated basement cornpl' of 
gneis see and granites) occur in the extreme north'.suest of the Division, 
but the reminder is entirely sedimontery, being part of the od.oaiivo 
Benin Sand Series. In ixu-ts this fora.tion consists of a homogeneous  
layer of quartz sand several hundred feet thick, but the Bonin Sands may 
be part of the Lignite Series, in which unevenly distributed strata of 
sandstone, shales and clays occur in the rod sands. 
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RAINFaLl4 AND DaAIIIAGE. The average rainfall of the 'whole Division is 
probably about 75 inches per annum, distributed in the typical two-conk 
fashion of the coast of heat Africa. The rainfall in the south 
averages 110 inches per annum (probably higher in the extreme south-
west) but that in the extreme north may be as low as 60 inches. The 
figures for Benin City show that the months of November, December, 
January and February have precipitation below 3 inches per month, but 
the relative humidity (especially in the forest) remains fairly high 
throughout the year, and the effect of the dry Harinattan wind from the 
nort is uoak and is obvious on only very few, isolated days, The table (ri'0 
pa, shohJrJ zavovaCe rainfall, temperature and relative humidity figures 
for 	City-'rich is not itself in the forest. 	Tithin the forest 
the moan relative humidity, particularly at 3 p.m., is higher and 
probably without such large fluotuaticis between months. (See Table 1. 
Po 3). 
The area of the Denin Sands is charantorisod by a scarcity of 
streams and the rain-water appears to drain to considerable depth, the 
rivers flowing in deep trenches out o'.m the general level of the 
almost flat plain. accept on land 'which has been completely cleared of 
vegetation there is little run-off, and the streams, fed by underground 
drainage, generally hold deep and very clear water. Chukwuogo and other 
'writers have stressed the severe water shortage which adsts In the 
country districts, in the dry season, away from the united number of 
streams. 
t S. IL Chukvuogos Farm and Forest. Vol. VIII. No. 2, 1947. p. 57, etc. 
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RA.IU'At4L. TtLTtU1E WD IUATIVE }IUMLDITY !,UWZ.- 
B-MIT CITY 
Average for Tea Years, 1922 to 1931. 
Height above Mean Sea Level 275 feet 
Amount 	Thithar 





Mean at Mean at 
9 a.in, 	3 p.r!. 
Janml7 0.79 3 89.9 68.4 84 59 
February 1,29 4 91.8 703 $5 61 
March 3,37 7 9212 71.3 84 61 
April 6.79 12 91.1 70.7 85 66 
Nay 8.33 14 90,6 70,9 85 65 
June 32.36 20 88.1 703 88 69 
July 11.44 19 85.2 69.6 89 73 
August 8.64 19 84.1 69.6 90 75 
September 12.23 23 85.4 70.7 89 70 
October 9.49 18 88.3 713 88 67 
IfloveUbw 2.99 6 9O.8 71.6 86 63 
DecEymbc? 0.65 1 903 - 70.9 84 6.3 
Yearly 7837 146 89.0 70,4 86 66 
FA1NG. The local food—farming technique Involves the pruotice of a 
bush-(allow system; the nuither of years for which a farm is cropped 
is small usually two, or possibly three years if the land proves to 
be of high quality, and this is an index of the rapidity at which the 
Denim Sands lose their fertility after the removal of the forest 
vegetation. The farmer cuts, heaps and burns almost every tree an 
the new farm, and this practice of leaving no high shade has important 
ecological and eccmoo reperoiisions. There is a sharp contrast with 
the practice In other parts of West Africa where the largest trees remain 
as a high shade, rm important reservoir of tither, a source of seed and 
a. skeleton of forest structure. 
There are practically no cattle in the Division owing to the 
susceptibility of all but a few strains to trypenoeomiasia. The most 
cormi domoetio animal is the goat, which is hero a village or compound 
wtlii5, living by scavenging and seldom, if ever, found either In forest 
or farm. 
An important plantation crop of the Division is rubber and 
considerable areas have been planted idth 1aves. brasi1IonIa. During 
the 1939 45 war the plantations prospered., and were largely extended 
owing to the inflated price of rubber following the Japanese occupation 
of Itlayav but the present prices are subject to large fluctuatic. 
TDI3i, By far the most important Industry, apart from food—farming 
for local use, is tither world.ng. On this trade, whether for the 
export market or the Nigerian market the prosperity of Bonin largely 
depends. 
A result at the rising standard at living at many Nigerian 
people, and tho o'ing needs of industry in West Africa and abroad, is 
that the demand for Nigerian timber has inoroasx. At the earn time 
the area of nmeservod forest (forest land not included in Forest 
Reserve) has been gretly reduced in the last fifteen years otiing to 
the destructive iat'k at farmers and the planting of permanent cash crops. 
The supply of timber outaide the gazetted Reseroe dwindled rapidly, 
particularly beeate of the olear.4elling technique of the farmers, 
and the Forest Department vas faced some years ago with the need to 
allow the exploitation of Forest Reserves to begin; such exploitation 
had to be accompanied by regeneration, either artificial or natural. 
Artificial regeneration, while important in certain limited areas and 
for special purposes, could not be attempted on the scale necessary to 
ensure the future of the forests and thus natural regeneration had to 
be attempted on an enormo'as scale. 
The intention in this paior io to describe briefly the 
technique of natural rogonoration OtIOd and to e:zamine in some detail 
the success obtained in different forest associations in a single 
compartment with the object of assessing the suitability of the technique 
for the maintenance at the forest. 
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The whole of the Division lies within the belt of closed 
tropical rain forest, although there are some areas of freahter 
swamp type and øivli parts in the south (the largest is known as 
the Sobo Plain) which are completely uriforested and carry a dense 
grass vegetation. An account of a floristic survey in these open 
clearings has been given by Kasy and Onochio.* 
Most of the forests of Benin are of great commercial value 
and approximately 31  of the Division has been secured as Forest 
Reserve. The wither of tree species represented is very large and 
the conditions governing the regeneration of all but a few are not 
understood, arid those few very imperfectly. When mature this forest 
is said to be 'nultietor'iocI with very little creeper, climber or ground 
vegetation, but such areas are difficult to find; almost every part 
appears to have been disturbed in the peat and heavy creeper and 
climber groh foUothg exploitation or farming is a feature of the 
Benin Forest. 
The structure of most of the reserved high forest is as 
tollcn,. 
I. (U)UND VBXTATION and CRPE CtTh of varying density 
according to the maturity of the forest and the light available. The 
majority of the plants in this group are mentors of the families 
Key and C.F.A. hoc!d.e: Far. an3. 2oret. Vol. VIII. o. , 
1947, p, r•  etc. 
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Gprne1inaceae. Aoanthac.e and IWFga&ggqag. Itherø of the pcvnacoae, 
Araceae 
 
and some climbing palm also occur. Patches of tangle 
containing Acaia j2gQUg&Qt Acacia g&a&gga" Q=aW== app. and 
deti 	o locally important. 	The ground vegetation is 
usually sufficiently dense to prevent oy 	on foct and emeept  
on paths the use of a heavy knife is frequently, but not costantiy, 
roired. 
A S!UJT3 LA! from 5 to 15 feet high, consisting of such 
species aEi$ 
XylpDja 3p. 	 Loadu 3pp. 
___ Itosnvros barton 
.jnorea epp. 	 • iratea app. 
20M spa 	 Dichanetalum sp. 
A T, tt;DLF1 3Tf1JUi, 25 to 50 feet f - o'n the ground, consisting 
of:- 
4ncidiuxijmil 	 Dj2gM= cassifiora 
Diosvro iciiota 	Uq crolobiun nu.cronhyU 
xic3ifolia. 	1ialirna nitida 
Drvt,otea nnincinu 	 etc. 
1a.ntj oh1orantj 
AN UPP $TRE!, 60 to 100 feet from the ground, 
consisting of:- 
Strornbio, uusulata 	 '. 




In both the middle end upper storey the crovms of the treo 
normally form a canoy. Thoee in the middle etorey tend to be 'rlio—
epreailing and cast dense shade; those in the upper tend to be narrow 
and flame-shaped (irrntivo of tto de:tty of 	edn) 'i czt 
relatively light she, 
5. RWGWTSO whcoe crouns project orb of the upper canopy 
at irregular intervals, rising covrniiy to a height of 340 feet and 
sometimes to almeet 200 feet. When the eimergsnte are mature their 
crowns tend to be vm7 midepxoeding; they do not normally touch 
the cros at' adjacent anergonta and do not form a oontiniiome canopy. 
The apecios in the cergent claw include al moat all the important 
timbers of this forest, such as:— 
etc.* 
All species given as examples in each canopy do not 
necessarily (or usually) occur in one locality, and although the 
structure of the Reserved forest is similar in all parts of the 
Division., the floristic composition varies considerably. 
Among the Emergenta alone in the Sapoba and Uacnigbe 
Reserves in the south—east of the Division, Go weilorodandrcti and 
Trii,lochiton are commons while the two thiares. species are relatively 
uncommon and Lonhira is often absent; in Okorxnz Forest Reserve, only 
40 miles away In forest which appears similar and whose site conditions 
are almost identical, Lothira and Guarea species are very comon 
while gOg1&JJ2tgkL4= and W212gjIUM are rare or absent. The 
reason for such difference is difficult to understand, and there is 
still a large amount of ecological work to be done in this vegetational 
typo. 
Patches of climber or creeper tangle are locally common 
throughout the Benin Forests and in certain areas may cover a considerable 
percentage of the total area. Conditions in these tangle patches (or 
0iloi" in the vernacular) vary from a fairly open area with grass and 
small grazed bushes covered with creepers, through a dense mass of 
* It must be remembered that the forest is a living community subject to 
the normal procossas of change; death, decay, growth and replacement are 
always in progress. The ground vegetation, besides the plants which reach 
maturity aL tho HoVb level, containn rao seodliigs. Similarly the Shrub 
layer contains saplings of the Middle and Upper canopy, and Emergent species;  
the laddie canopy contains poles of the Upper canopy and &iergonte; and the 
Upper canopy, immature ]nergents. 
1_c 
creepers and clithers in ich small 1'1 -,i,-,I,oo fern a framework.* to  the 
type in thioh deformed treoc twenty to fifty feet high form the 
supports for a 'roofs of ciders and for fostoons of dead and 4y3ng 
creeper atone and broken tree branctheo • TindfaU and the break-up 
of a SoetloLi of the upper canopy seem to be conditions favouring the 
growth of an tioit patoh, and although there is aovtimes evidence 
that oleianta maintain the patches by breaking ;reee and grazing, it 
is clear from the occuronee of patches eoore o aoros in extent and 
totalling eqiire miles that larger forces are responsible. 
FATJ. .. ..n the lest Reserves in the west of the Division, i.e. Okoma, 
IgLL iA., 
 
and Ohou, alepb=t occur and though they are rarely seen 
they nay be of some importance in the eco!or of '11_cl' peche, an 
such vegetation undoubtedly supplies much of the animal' grazing. 
Antolopee found in Benin Forests incline the Bush Gdvg Bush Buck, the 
Black i)uikor, the XoUo-backed Duikor, 4xweU'o uuiker, and in the 
swamp regions the Situungu.. The Red River Hog ocom'e and there are 
several spociev, of 
SILVICJL:.iL 	ir.crc 	1F TTrT IrT : rm. 
which they occupy in the vertical section of the forest, it is clear 
that the majority of the tdorstorey species are very shade tolerant 
throughout their life-cycle, but the shy cultural requirements of the 
of thou o cto'o- end ono'gont 31:otO 	'n !liorcJ cono: 	. f3, 
such an llochitn sclez'czcylQn, QQ 	 Ciqr 
afriganu, the 	4i'1 Ia app, and oitr i*'ocera are intense light-. 
deiandere during the whole life of the tree, showing aiccellent growth 
in old farn areas and appearing fairly early in the natural succession 
of veg&ation after clearthLg. 1ccet for Lorband 
ivoreaci they are typical of the slihtly drier high forest type 
north of Benin, and imy have aithc1ed their zone of occurrence by 
conthmal southrd encroachment in farm-land regrowth in relatively 
recent tin • A few species, to aoriie extent IQiav jyorenaie and 
especially 	1re anorig the emorgents., are strong shade bearers, 
their regeneration being able to exist and grow slowly in intense shade. 
Most of the eniergente, horor, are able to aidet in only slight shade 
or can tolerate heavy shade for only a short .time, after germination; 
their regeneration in very transIent, dying in a few nontha or a years  
if ligbt is not adrtittecl to continua their growth in their now light—
demanding state. 
Under 	'o rLat'ai. froo f:Lrly noioo rognorten of 
most of the ocononito species can be ford after a heavy fruiting, but 
this disappears almost entirely unless the seedlings happen to be growing 
in good light conditions, i.e. In or new a gap caused by wind—throw or 
the break-ip cf oio of the large top canopy trees. This fact seems to 
be of great inortazrne in the stiily, of a regeneration system. 
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TilE BI!TG OF 	'_ BIW DIVI3 
For the first twenty-five years of the present century 
oontrtictive forest work in Baiin was limited to the survey cmd 
establishment of Forest Reserves, the planting of some exotic species, 
inc1i.liig rubber, in plantations and the replanting of individual 
stump-sites with young trees to replace the follirig3 of the commercial 
firms. 
In 1928 a silvioulturist opened a research station at 
Sapoba in the south of the Division and he began trials of species, 
some wtic and ituny iridi.gnous, in plantations largely established 
with the help of farmers (following the Indian practice of tva), 
and also investigated the possibility of natural regonortian with modified 
Uniform and Group Syetome.* In all this work he was l-Iii{tExl by lack 
of funds and it was the acute financial position, gradually worsening 
from 1930 to 1933, which euentii3]1y brourht the virtual close-down of 
the station in the early nineteen thirties. 
By the year 1935 a total of 1387 square miles had been 
gazetted and fully constituted as Government Forest Reserves. Jefre 
the outbreak of war the Native Administration had been given full 
charge of those and a further 1777 square miles of Forest Reserve 
had been proposed. 
*Details of the early work may be found in Bulletin No. 1. of the 
Nigerian Forest Department, !Record  of Forest Research in 1928. 
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Unfoitunately the war interrupted the work of finally 
surveying and gazetting this vast forest estate and when the work 
was continued in the post-war period it was found that a very large 
area of forest had been destroyed by farmers, especially by the 
cu1tivato of rubber who, in the boon of this coimdity, illicitly 
cleared forest to establish plantationi. In--mid-1948 the area of 
Reserved Forest was 1561 square rxUess ani, in the belief that this 
figure would not be materially reduced by ftulther excision of farm 
land, it ima on an assumed total forest estate of 1500 square miles 
that preliminary mxiagement plans for the forests of Bonin Division 
were based. 
Tbeo forests are aronc the ricliect c.nd mt easily 
accessible in tIeat Africa, and almost the whole of the forested 
land in thc DiTiion, Li oth oaorvcd and rosoived, is liconcod to 
timber irrs, 
During a typical post-war year, while over 21,000 trees 
were m:rt for export from Benin Division, only 910 trees were cut 
for local use; much of the sawn timber requirewent in the Division 
is met by re-import of timber from mills at $apolo. The trees for 
local uo are pit-sawn, onora1ly into 12 foot x 12 incthos x 1 inch 
boari. 
Apart from the aiv11 number of trees pitawn locally, the 
whole of the sound timber foiled in the Bonin forests is sent by 
-.3-4.. 
river to Sapolo, lixich lies a eLort distance boyxid the southern 
boundary of Benin.. in Warri Prcruince. Sapele toun stands on the 
river of the 3ae name, near the c Luone of the Jamieson and 
thiope flivera, and although it is LWO than 55 zniloe from the sea 
it is aoeecib10 to ocean-going ships. Its export trade in çiaLii 
oil and kernels averagoc about £73,030 per anilun, in rubber alixat 
£200,000 and in tither nearly £5002C3. Loge coni to the port by 
water, either in rafts or, recently, in lighters; there they iizzy 
be selected for ecpcu't or my be converted, 	version rchinery 
inclines the oocit modem bandsaw equiprnt and a very large plywood 
rfll emoted in 1947; work is in hand for the initaUation of other 
eau..iflhing goa'. ?be life of the whole town, wiich is growing 
very rapidly, is built round the tinber trade; its prosperity 
dopids on the forests of J3iiin Division and their future in turn 
depends on the ability to rogonorato as well as tu exploit them. 
EA= RflATIOII IO AD PBIZS 
Data from the early regeneration experiments started. In 
1928 were by no means complete owing to the closing of the station, 
and a system of regeneration to be applied on a large scale could 
not have been based upon such inconclusive evidence as that available 
from the first trials of Nalshts System, the Uniform System, the 
Transition method and the System of Selection Groups. * The need 
for preparing a regeneration technique suitable for application on 
a. large scale was fully recognised, and therefore, when the effects 
of the slump were beginning to lesson and money for research was 
more easily obtainable, it was decided to carry out more experiments 
designed to answer the difficult questions of rain forest regeneration. 
Some of these later investigations were In the field of 
pure ecology, to discover the natural succession in gaps and the 
Succession of death, decay and replacement that goes on under natural 
conditions in the rain forest. One series of Investigations, however, 
was the precursor of the system now in use, the Tropical Sholterwood 
System; the method was n&iod rather obscurely, the Transition Group 
System and embodied the locsonii learned in the earlier research in 
the Uniform System and the Transition Method. The plots were 
replicated both in the Sapoba Reserve and in the Okoimi Reserve, 
forty riles north-west of Sapoba. The Okomu Resorue, in which very 
* Soo ii1Lein iTo. 1, ecard of Foro3t 	oaeh in 1_92 icmiod by 
the Nigerian Foroat Department. 
.l6.. 
little exploitation had been dane, tS an ecoedingly rich foroat 
area, differing i3otMt in floristic c :ooitior from the Sapoba 
typo although atructurally very ainilir. 
Foroat in which very selective logging had been done 
betwoan 1933 and 1936 was chosen for the inveetigation. In 
Compartment 73 of Caoti Recewe only a few large economic trees 
had bean removed, (vizi thorsa o1adricw2, Iioe. 
Iavn. ivorenaic and pocaibly a. Low others); Stoioeia 
had been cut for aleopors, and rnny small underatorey 
trace, in the iiediate vicinity of the eoontths and on the extraction 
routes, had been taken for rollers on which to pull out the heavy 
marketable logs. Thia cutting had oai.ted a very cu3idorable, but 
local, opening of the canopy, and sow dither and creeper gm.Mh 
had reaulted. The opening had also alloued the preliminary 
establishment of sow groups of regeneration of valuable tree opBciea 
a.th1y of the 1inaoo•. 	The assistance of these seedlings uhich 
wore ri1n1y concentrated in groups and the majority of which wore 
only a Low inches high, was the principal object of the work. 
In March 1936 the following operations were car:ic c 
in the oxpex'iurital strips and in a narrow "sm'round"z- 
1. Gutting all c3 ero. 
2 Slashing all shrubs at inee height. 
.-17-'. 
3. Fr-ill Lia' u. 	c1i:['cf Ocxlectod t15 
rLth tid&-e'oading c1so croia in the id.ddlo storey. 
The thit'd operation, the poisoning of 'key' trees, us 
clone tiith Soiinn aiuite solution, a halt pound of the salt in 
one gallon ofwater; the poisoning rOCIàtGd evmcually in the 
removal of about 3C of the ncWlo story. 
One year later an 	ora 	:io, 	positions of 
seodithgs of valuth3i3 21noica oing p1otta (U ULXl paper, the 
trees forning the various canopies boing idontifid, noaaiwod 
and the o-attcrn trzppad, and a general description of the 
plot inds. Again in 1939, 2 ort*three ntbs after the original 
work and th teno mantho after the first aaosanant, a £urthc 
dntien of the plot ims ndo. 
Th officr uho rood tho 3kom ltcourvu Lot asid 
In his report, t1Th general, the technique has been successful in 
lihti the lor layers of the forest and removing creepers and 
trees." The death of the poisoned trees oiloued &zple 
liGir to enter and ivny saplings responded ucli. Figures for the 
incrouso in height of seedlings definitelj identified in both 
asaoasitu showed t1t woa, IQiava, Guiroa cedrata and Lothira 
doubled their height Uth increments at 3.5 to 4.5 feet In the 31 
months between a3omeJ. 
Partly from the res Uats of fj 	 it 	conc1.ded 
that regmeratIm of flior±an rain foreet ocix1d be obtain1, at 
least then conditiena ero favoarable as regards incidence and 
dintriiyution of valuable seed bearers, etc., aI the pork showd 
that the poisoning of useless shadr,—cw-,-G,x-sin the middle (or UPPer 
canopy could have a ø1ttiar effect to a ioeding follig in the 
sheltoruood regeneration mjstew of 	faroxoto. 
It t.is the intcnten of the Forest Dopurtiint to continue 
the asiesanent and also to try other troatmnts, Vat the War and 
the resulting, shortage of trained atcif tdo this inpoesible. 
Eoirevor, the fxperiTnontQl work 's not wasted, for it was a uioTh1 
stop tords the stocesafiii introhtien of the Tropical Sheltenrood 
System in 1943, and tho 'osults rnit have Influenced the minds of 
officers at tho coznconent of the large-scale operations in the 
Diviaton. 
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The year 1943 was an important ono for Denim, Nigerian 
and perhaps for tropical African, forestry. In that year there 
cane to Benin two officers whose experience and foresight made 
possible the introduction of regeneration and nanagernent plans 
for the Benin Forests. 
r. 	. J. Somerville had been sent to Nigeria when la,ya 
was overrun by the Japanese. He was seconded to Denim Division 
and shortly after he arrived the valuable timber tree, DMM12gW&M 
began to fruit heavily for the first time since 1934. 
Mr. Somerville had experience of the application of a rain forest 
regeneration technique in very different forests in Malaya and he 
decided that advantage should be taken of this fruiting. Iris 
beginning was not timid, as shown in his letter to the Chief 
Conservator of Forests, announcing the start of operatio. 
IIOboche* is germinating in aoxe test patches which I had 
cleared and I propose to start poisoning & a 1age proportion of 
trees in the lower atorera., 
"The area so far dither-cut is ahoub six square miles..." 
This was in the Obeche Series of Sapoba Reserve, 
The operations detailed later started with several initial 
* Obecho: the Denim vernacular name for Trinlocktton clerexvlon, 
dirotvaitag :.. 
. Lack a 	f hc ;Oct 	to 
b. Lack of provioir treatment. 
, 	inovr3. by licensees of Lr1r1iL' troe which 
had reached £cJLL: girth, thoroby reducing the nter of eeed. 
bearerEs. 
Lack : 	 1L:Ly trc.inod taZ. 
o. 	 xin1 io. 
In aadition, doubts were 	oaL y oaEla 	ico'c 	the 
Dcprtrnont w, to the rniitabil.Lty a% prospect of eucoeca of the 
poising Mathod of ta1iehing regeneration, and as to uhather  
any ucfu1 rogw.oratlon eouit thrive irndor the tangled growth 
existing in parth of the area dealt t'ith. The doubts and 
difficulties racultod in the coiling of a confo'renco of four fcwout 
officoxv to d1zcuo hoi'ti; 2. 3OJ1V1110 ctat3d 'ht had 
boon ':.ono. 
Quadrat comte had revealedaLociton øoodlinge present 
at rates from 200 to 6,000 per acre, rarying iz.tth dintanco from the 
nearest mother tree, and where trata'and, boon rn. 	ich of 
this ilizh of seedlings wo.s flomiabfr. Uhoro thero had been no 
treatment the regoneratic*i had d3aproc.l. 
Treatment consisted of climber cixbting and clearing the 
uadergrowth to waist heiht,foUod, after an interval of approximately 
two months, by poiscni all .on eonn2.c cipecies in the middle storeys, 
a - 
Patches at fioitt  (Acci 	tangle) xre loft untroatod and 
tihero the top st.oroy 	oy 	ut froza the ground it was left 
untouched, irrospoctivo of sxxi;. 	he a porvisiou was 
undoubtedly 	leqe and in certulu areas the lneirltablo 
itakes occ.nred. The direct costs at bcth clithermcxtt1ng and 
poisoning wore lid per acre, the gangs being allocated a teak 
to 1ro por iii-.3 
Coiing upon the fear apreu sod that the operatior 
woz&ld roult Ia u. 0,):;.-Gad at the thorny, creeping wood Aescia 
t?. onirille st&od his view that it w inpoesiblo to 
croo co Ltions for the reGaamuUm of a strong light- Ieirnindor 
lio 	1ocLti '4thaxb ri1c.u4l the OrcUtion of optiniim conditions 
for àcziajoana,',ij at the Same tii, bu that risk had Co be 
aceeptod. 
The conforence felt tht the Forest Dopartiix3ut had to 
nko am,, or±enta on an eraive scale to discover acne neans at 
naturally regenerating the forest, and that the risk was Justified. 
It was agreed tb& the wmic should go an, that close obsoruationa 
should be rndi and. that other areas, for 'l-aiiacuous regeneration, 
should be opono. 
This 	' 	 tI ci ation of its views  
by the Chief Conservator gave th, orarville his mandate to continue, 
ich ho did. 3o&te of the lack of seed-bearers, lack of 
exporiee in poisoning the unwanted species (iny of which ware 
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found to be very poison—resistant)., lack of trained supervision 
staff and trained lahein, the initial work in the Obeche Section 
at Sapoba was not as successful as was hoped, but the Nigerian 
Forest Department must remain indebted to this officer for 
demonstrating that extensive regeneration working was a practicel 
and economic possibility. I'Iowover, the knowledge that the Benin 
Forest could be regenerated would have been little use had a change 
not been made in the system of licencing and timber working. 
Under the former system of licensing, timber firs, all 
holding relatively large areas of lend, were able to work a system 
of highly selective logging, and in this way were able to maintain 
a very valuable export trade in large selected round timber. The 
Forest Department had virtually no control over the companies as to 
the opening of working areas, and as a new species became marketable 
the companies were able to go back repeatedly to an area previously 
worked, irrespective of the fact that the Forest Department, believing 
that logging had ceased, might have started regeneration work. It 
was aiitoet impossible to organise regeneration either prior to, or 
following, such exploitation. 
Late In 1943 1r. P.S. Coller, C.]3E., then the Conservator 
of Forests, South Central Circle, sent to the Chief Cr.evator an 
important meirandum on the logging trade In his area, end his 
opinions on the future of the forests. Because of the uncertainty 
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of the =act areas of workable tither in the Division, and because 
of the certainty of drastic reductions In the effective areas of 
reserved forest during the impending consolidations, it uae 
essential to mice the work of the tirabor industry and the Forest 
Department more intensive. Mr. Collier, after e=mInIng the 
available data on tho content of the foroete, ear1i to thoco 
important conclusions: - 
1. The ecpart trade in large selected loge must 
eventually die, 
Intensive local a-oilling must largely replace 
the export trado. 
i)uring the soneutat longthy trensition poriod 
betwoen (1) and (2) above 
The country as a whole could not afford to 
lose entirely the log export trade, much more valuable to Nigeria 
than the Benin revenue figures suggest, 
The Department itniet help to establish local 
markets to absorb the secondary timbers, the non-utilisation of 
which he considered to be a great obstacle to successful regeneration 
of the forest. 
Provision must be mile for the paibility 
that exploited areas might fail to regenerate naturally. Jithi 
the reserves sufficient timber for 100 years must be held and the 
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arnrnl cut of the exploiters must be controllod. Outside 
reserves "salvage fe].ling&t should be encouraged; i.e. there 
should be almost uncontrolled exploitation so that the firm 
aad the Benin Native Administration might benefit from the timber 
felled before the farirs, who could not be controlled, destroyed 
tho tither. 
Mr. Collier then considered the regeneration of the 
forests. He supported the theory that the bulk of the present 
forest had been regenerated in the past by local and inefficient 
farm clearing and that it consists not of a true selection foresty, 
but of a mosaic of groups, each group almost even-aged and resulting 
from a olear-feflirg or from a very great opening of canopy. He 
suggested that s- - 
1. hecaco loa1 rights of the concessionaires might 
prevent a.riy conversion to a now system of working in a period less 
than 25 years, the concessionaires should be given every Inducement 
to fell on unreserved land, to the exclusion of reserved areas as 
far as poeible; 
he worked under one simple scheme., which should allow for a rotation 
of 100 years and a nominally clear-felling compartment system with 
regeneration by tsinzva. This would provide that no more than 
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1/100th of the total area of reserved forest would be felled 
annually. Intensive felling would be encouraged by pressure, 
removal of girth limit, and by the firms' knowledge of their 
felling area 1irtts. Loss of auermatttre stock in the remainder 
of the forest would be avoided by allowing advance fel lings with 
a very high girth 1iirtt, accompanied by regeneration by atunp 
site planting. 
It was stated that the object of any plan mist be to 
convert the Benin forests from the 'uruinnagod" state with a very 
long rotation, to a managed" state with a reasonably short and 
economically profitable rotation, the ultimata object being to 
acorn's for the forest oere, the Benin Native Administration, 
the xiimim revenue from outside Nigeria by encouraging exporb 
ernetuitr, idle at the came time eupplying all the local 
timber and forect produce requirements of the people., 
Briefly, Mr. Collier's plan, strictly ooni'inod to the 
estimate of 1500 square miles of securely reserved forest, reads 
as foUo I- 
The suggested rotation shall be 100 years, divided 
into four periods, each of 25 years. 
In period I, one-quarter of the working circle, 
375 square miles of forest, shall be exploited and regenerated; 
i.e. the total annual cub of all firms must not exceed 15 square 
miles. The change from extensive to intensive working most not 
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result in a crippling of the firms and a large decrease in forest 
revenue (the vIrtual. defeat of one of the plan's objects); the 
change can be covered by logging outside the reserves and by the 
a±oting of more species, but it mt be complete by the end of 
period I. 
3, The rogeneraLon zo± 	aken by the Forest 
Department shall be of two types:- 
Artificial regeneration by 	or line 
Planting on secondary farm,-bush or exploited arou. 
Natural regeneration by pro-'acploitation 
traatrnont on areas still carzying high forest, a climber-cutting 
being followed by a seeding poisoning of useless species, end, 
when regeneration is established, the operation being completed 
by a final felling by exploiters. After the final felling 
exploiters can have no £iu'ther access to the area. 
The plan received both support and imtch criticism from 
the tither firms, but with modifications and additions it received 
approval and formed the basis for the actual Working Plans of the 
Benin forests which have since been written. The acceptance of 
this schema., the resultant changes in the method and intensity of 
exploit&ic*i, and the development of the Tropical Sheltorwood System 
by the Forest Department, from the attents at Trinlochiton regeneration 
already described, inde the systematic regeneration of the Benin high 
forest a practice]. possibility. 




Soon after the events and decisions described in the foregoing 
, pages, a simple working schema was evolved. With the rotation 
provisionally fixed at 100 years, the to±i.ng circle (the whole of the 
reserved forest) was divided into four periodic blocks and firs and 
individuals with licences and tither agreements were each allowed an 
annual coupe in proportion to their total. holdings. Arrangements were 
made for the licencees to declare and define their areas of working five 
years in advance, so that regeneration might be correlated with, and 
might preface, the ploitation. The licencees chose their felling 
areas after atudring enumeration data, the sites of labour camps, etc. 
and it appears that, in the fear that the change from extensive to 
intensive working necessitated by the drastic limitation of area would 
result in their being short of fellable tither, they tended to select 
the richest known areas for the early years of working. It was an 
obvious choice to make, but it had the effect that regeneration operations 
began in some of the richest timber areas; since the species whose 
regeneration is most desired are the same as the species at present mast 
valuable as tither, this means that there is no lack in such areas of 
seed trees. Also, the most valuable tither areas tend to be those least 
recently disturbed by previous tither working and farming and so they 
are generally areas of forest displaying the itnilti-ctarey, creeper-free 
characteristics mentioned on page 6 as typifying this vegetation in its 
noar-c1inx $tge. It lo, L.ztant to note that most of the early 
Tropical Sholterwood System work was done in this "clew" type of 
forest. 
- 
TIlE 	OPICAL S 	%,7,1-, ID ST1 
HE !IOD QF ULIZITG 
a necessary preliminary is the dorcation of compartments. This 
my be done either by the Faz'eat Department or by the timber finn; 
the reserve is normally divided into compartments one mile square, 
although obviously the boundary compartrnonta are frequently irregular 
in shape. 
Following this original division the concessionaire is 
bound by the terms of his licence to carry out a 100 orxumeration of 
economic trees, marking the base of each economic with scribed code 
letters and figures to ahotr the compartment, the species, and the 
serial number of the tree in that compartment. The firm mast then 
state in what order the compartments will be exploited; i.e. thy 
must choose the coupos at least 5 years in advance so that the Forest 
Department mey know in viiiah compartments the T.S.S. work should be 
utartcxl. The operations aoz— 
Demrcation 
let Climber Cutting 
let Poisoning 
2nd Climber Cutting 
13t Regeneration Count 
2nd Poisoning 
Year 0 
" 0 (Rainy Season) 
1 (Dry Season) 
1 (Rainy Season) 
" i. (Rainy Season) 
U 2(Dry Season) 
- 
lot aad 4134 Cloanings 
3rd and 4th Cleanings 
2nd Regeneration Count 
5th Cleaning 
ixploitation 
Your P. (Rainy Season) 
3 (Rainy Season) 
3 (Rainy Season) 
U  4 (Rainy Season) 
U 5 
Post exploitation cleanings as necessary. 
1. Demarcation. Jhen a oompartnt is scheduled for pre-exploitation 
regeneration troibrment under the Tropical Shelterwood System the first 
task is the iu1-division of the large compartment which is usually one 
mile square. The timber fizin, for purposes of enumerations has 
probably airoa1y out the square by one north-south line and three 
east-out lines known as quarter-lines, to give eight equal rectangles 
40 chains by 20 chains. Immediately prior to the start of regeneration 
operations thirty-one north-outh grid" lines are out by the Forest 
Department to divide the mile-cquare compartment into 32 strips, each 
of 2 giniter chains width. This is a convenient frontage for the 
working of one gang, and makes the calculation of areas treated an 
easy task., since each mile-strip is 20 acres, sub-divided into 5 acre 
plots by the quarter-lines. In the interests of economy these 11grid" 
lines are made as narrow and as cheaply as possible, since they are 
temporary and, apart from easing administration and serring as guides, 
are of no use in the real task of regenerating the foroat. 
- 
2 lG]iJ2p Cutin. In tho early daj of the application of the 
Tropical 3he1taw,od Syetoi In Iligeria, it was believed that this 
operation merely allowed freedom of movement within the forest, uw 
only a 1preliminary to the real regeneration openings, and in itself 
did not aid seedling growth. The wuint of shade cast by climbers 
had not been fully realised d later it was found that in some 
compartments the cutting of the lianes and of the low creepers and 
monocotyledonous ground flora resulted in a considerable lightening 
of the forest floor. Thcaetore in June 191+7 it wns agreed that let 
Climber Cutting would be regatded as a definite eilvicultmal 
operation, including the clearing of ground flora, to ankle height." 
This wea done because it wes thought that the high shade oaet by 
climbers and the very intense local shade cast by creepers, 
monocotyledonous weeds and small shrubs was a real hindrance to the 
grotrth of tree seedlings. The following are now cut. 
AU climbers. 
All ground vegetation (except seedlings of economic 
true species) down to ankle height. 
Shrubs iiich mW be failed with thrtu 	itho JrQkea. 
Bent and damaged seedlings of deoirablo spooles may be 
coppiced. 
At present no definite season is stipuled f cit Climber 
Cutting, but as it imadiately precedes a dry-season operation it Is 
normally done in the rains. 
-)l- 
3. lt 	&tnr. This is the eq4valont in the Tropical 
Shelterwood System of a Seeding Felling in the tezrçerate Sheiterod 
Y5t0t1, and oonists of the renoval by poisoning of all or part of 
the middle canopy, in order to admit to the forest floor sficiont 
light to encourage the 	:tth of the desired regeieration. ';ho 
poison used is a solution of 1 lb of ooimirc±al Sodium arsanite in 
a gallon of tiater, and it Is applied from a ono-'gallon can with a 
narror spout to a frill girdle out into the sapwood of the tree. 
Since the arc3snite is hIgU3T poIsonous to hunvm beings, careful 
precautions must be taken o pravont its internal xrutIcn by 
laborrs, 
The frill gIr1o, 	21y mudo at 1ooe height, is cub 
with a small hand--ace to a dei o2 about one inch into the sapuood. 
The girdle must be continuous ronad the stem, breaking the oathial 
layer evoi7i2ere# and made entirely with douivard directed ico outs 
so that a ohwmal is forixd in which the poison vy ia. An additional 
or secondary girdle, out at least one toot above the tin me., is used 
on species which are poison resistant; it is not a true frill nor 
so elaborate as the main, being only a ring, of single axe outs made 
downwards into the sapwood; its objot is to increase the yrf,iCl 
height of aambimi killed ImndIatei.y by the poison, midiag it 
impossible for cambial tissue to occlude the poisoned uou. I 
is essential both in the I!zthi and secondary girdles that the cuts 
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should be continuous or overlapping round the bole. The pDiaon 
is poured into the girdle when the latter has been cleared of 
chips and it is always stressed that the solution should be 
poured on to the upper aide of the frill continuously round the 
bole to ensure that no section of the stem is untreated; the blue 
colour given by the Copper sulphate (added in the anhydrous state 
to the dry powder by the manufacturers) greatly helps the labourers 
in the actual application and eases the task of checking that the 
work -is being done effectively. 
In the past it was thought dosirablo to open the conopy 
as little as possible, compatible with the primary object of 
assisting the tree regeneration, so that the area would not be 
invaded by climber and creeper grouth. This has always been 
recogni3od as vary difficult and the view is now fairly generally 
held that it is practically impossible to make an effective opening 
for the benefit of tree seedlings without encouraging climbers to 
the sameextent; i.e. the majority of the invading climbers and 
the majority of the vAsired tree species appear to have such similar 
light requirements as to make differential assistance impossible. 
In order to econcoise in poison some of the smallest 
trees to be removed may be felled, but this mast be done with 
discretion since a great advantage of poisoning over felling is 
that it results in a gradual opening of the canopy, avoiding siridan 
changes in humidity and light intensity which may be injurious  
to the tree seedlings. Iloreover, when trees are poisoned the 
forest floor does not become a wilderness of fallen cros; the 
leaves, followed by the twigs and branches, fall piecemeal and 
rotten to the ground over a period of months and they neither 
break much regeneration nor impede progress through the forest. 
But there are several disadvantages to the method of 
Poisoning. The first is the high coat of the Sodium arsenito; 
the bulk of that bought In the years 1945 to 1948  coat more than 
£100 per ton, i.e. about one chilling per pound. Applied at an 
average rate of - lb per acre in each of two operations over 9,600 
acres per annum the annual requirement for Benin Division is about 
6 tons of Sodium arsenite. 
The second disadvantage is the great variation in the 
time taken for different species to die after treatment, and the 
behaviour before death. Some species react In a very short time 
(leaves may begin falling within a day) while others, typified by 
the very common dome shade-casting AnmidJam uannii may take 
months to the and before dying produce apparently abnormally large 
quantities of fnuit. The time taken for trees of the came species 
varies greatly also, apparently somewhat with season and certainly 
with the thoroughness of the work. The following table gives 
average time for death of species after dry season poisoning and 
careful work. 
2 months 
2 months  
2 months  
2 months 






2 months  




3 months to one year 
Rarely dies in one year 
Rarely dies in one year 
i1.are].y as in one year 
3 months  
3 months  
flareiy dice in one year 
MIzzaam gm. 	 1 month. Nat of tan poisoned 
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1 month. Nab often poisoned 




1 mouth. i7ot often poisoned 
1 month 
I month. Not often poisoned 
1 month (vary variable) 
2 woolcs to 2 months 
(vory variable) 
1 to 2 






2 to 4 weeks 
2 'weeks 








2 weeks  
2 to 3 wo. Infrequent 
in high forest. 
3e1 
3 weeks 
3 i joelm 
2 t.ioo 
2 weeks 
Lees than 1 week 
Loss than 1 week 
The inclusion of a species in the lists above does not imply that 
it is always poisoned and several species given are not Comm in 
the type of forest which is being regenorated by Tropical 
ShO1tEJ'joOd System in Bonin Division. 
In the system as applied now First Poisoning is a dry.. 
season operation, the arguments for this being (a) that heavy rain 
night wash the solution from the frill girdle and (b) that trees 
poisoned in the dry aeaso will die towards the beginning of the 
rains ti'ien the chance of damage to seedlings by insolation is much 
less. The second drgument appears to be valid, but  the first is 
debatable, and small experiments earned out at the  beginning of 
the rains indicated that poison—resistant species are easier to kill 
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uhon the trees are actively goinj. This may be due to the 
transmission of the arsenite rapidly by sap flow to the legv, 
etc., whereas in the dry season there iy be a tendency for the 
salt to kill the tissues inrndiately round the girdle and, since 
these are no longer available for sap transnttsuion, to ronnin 
there for a long period, only slowly finding it 	y t o the 	n. 
This view is supported by recent txrc on plant poisons done in the 
United IU.ngdon and the United States of Aiorioa. 
nci Climberij- . This operation is dons in the rainy season 
following the initial opening of cuiojr by poisoning, and is the 
first attempt to keep in check invading creepers, climbers and 
monocotyledonoue ueeda. It is in fact a clang combined with 
the cutting of any dlithers overlooked in thu lot C]±or Cutting. 
The rotrs undo on the 1st Climber Gutting apply to tho $ocond also 
1st 	naratian COt. mis is clone immediately after the 2zil 
Climber Gutting so that thu task of finding seedlings rw be easier. 
Not only small seedlings are included in the cot, since the object 
is to asecea the total regeneration ine].izltng advance growth up to 
one foet in girth. Thrua classes are wed for this purpose,— 
Up to 3 in height 
From 3' to 10' in height 
From 10' in height to lt in girth B.H. 
So that the effect on the results of dense cluus or groups of 
seedlings will be lessened, and to give a clearer estimate of 
soodiing 	eot1 	3ur -ivo e'h othert3 competition for some 
years, only one plant  of tro or more standing uithiu 4x Lest 01' 
one another is countoi. 
With a mmber of the junior tachnical staff doing the 
booking, a. oIw.Ln of ]aboos aes 1tho strip does the counting 
of the soLugs, £laaa in the first and third CiaSasS are 
called and booked individually; the second group is counted by 
plucking one leaf (or leaflet) from each plant and booking at 
the end of each strip. A ninlLmm of forty well-grown seedlings 
per acre, well distributed, was considered satisfactory in the 
early daju of working but totals far in excess of that are norniQiy 
obtained, and in vioz of poesibie looses during exploitation this 
is very desirable. 
out in the dry season this is an 
ojportunity to itko furthor ro,<mInV in the canopy whore the first 
has boon over-cautious and to repoison such trees as were treated 
but have failed to die, either because they are naturally very 
resistant or because c. labourer has failed to do his work properly. 
It is to some extei.t the 	iVOflb of a Seconduq Falling in the 
temperate Sholterteiooçl Ss tam. Figures from a particular compartment 
of the Okomu Reserve ahoy that in a let Poisoning 1.88 trees per aerç 
were treated and In the 2nd Poisoning In the same area 44 trees per 
acre were treated. 	L'. Sapoba Reserve there mas not such a large 
reduction, mainly because the areas were not under the same local 
supervision and conceptions of the correct initial canopy opening 
differ. 
7. O1eanins .(Pre-cnloitation) and 2nd Reneration Count, Ubile 
it is im]3iely that any further canopy opening will be necessary 
after the 2nd Poisoning if the early operations are done carefully, 
it seem to be essential in the Benin forest to make fairly 
intensive cleanings or, mere properly, seedling aestatancea, before 
exploitation. These are done twice yearly Ln years 2 and 3 of the 
systoni, normally in Tune, and September. Their intensity depends 
entirely on local circiritaxicea, such as the number and height of the 
seedlings and an the necessity in certain places of encouraging 
recently germinated aoedBng. 
After the 4th Cleaning a 2nd rogonoration Count is rnde; 
the method is the same as for the let and the object is to obtain 
figures with which a comparison can be made with the regeneration 
present two years previously. It is probable that these Regeneration 
Counts will not be a permanent feature of the regeneration syateni, 
but in those early years of its development, when knowledge of 
results and techniques is scanty, the counts are necessary and an 
obvious wey in whiCh relevant data can be gathered. 
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The 5th Cleaning will normally be the last one before 
exploitation, though in the original plane for the Tropical 
Shelterwood System provision was made for cleaning every four 
yoax'a (in years 8, 12, 16, etc.) until exploitation. It seame 
unlikely that it will be possible to obtain a lead of more than 
the present five years of regeneration before exploitation and 
it is doubtful if a greater lead would be desirable. 
Poet-1cnloitption Cleaniws. The departmental pamphlet on 
Tropical Sholtorwood System, written almost at the start of the 
Nigerian application, says: 
"A cleaning should be carried out in from 6 months to 
a year after exploitation has ceased in order to free any 
regeneration which has been trapped and to coppice any sap1ini 
which have been broken. A second cleaning should be undertaken 
after an interval of two years, and thereafter the area should be 
cleaned about five-.yearly until the young crop is twenty years of 
age from the time of the let opening of the canopy," Sufficient 
experience of post-exploitation cleaning requirements has not been 
obtained to allow a general rule to be made. At present, to each 
Forest Guard engaged in the measurement and volume assessment of 
timber during the exploitation of the compartments in which the 
Tropical Sholterwood System has been applied, is tachad a labourer 
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whose duty it is to free or coppice trapped, bent or broken 
seedlings. As a Forest Guard has to visit every stump and road 
no badly damaged regeneration should be left unassisted. This 
seedling assistance will probably be followed by a more general 
cleaning and the indications are that the compartment may then be 
left until regeneration has reached a height which will enable 
labourers to go underneath the crowns to do a dither cutting in 
the polo crops. 
It must be noted that only under exceptional circumstances 
are emrgenta or true upper-canopy trees poisoned during the 
opening operations, and that it is anticipated that the whole 
of the exploitation will be carried out at one tim. This does 
not seen to be the case in iialaya the other colonial, territory 
whore a similar system is widely applied in the regeneration of 
natural forests. 	Also Malayan experience during the war has  
shown that regeneration, uncleaned because of the Japanese 
occupation, sur'rivod and the Forest Department is considering 
whether the cloaaings are really necessary for success. It appears, 
however, that conditions In the two forests are very different and 
it cannot be assumed that became cleanings are not necessary in 
Malaya they may be omitted entirely from the West African technique. 
It in often asked if seedlings are 'induced' by this 
Sheltorwood system of regeneration, or if the bulk of the seedlings 
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found in Regeneration Counts are 'advanced gro'rh'. It is a 
fact that the seeds of the EmmTent and Upper Storey species do 
germinate in vast numbers under natural conditions In forest 
which is silviculturally untreated, and the triter ggoti that 
the treatment rarely assists literally natural seedling. 	lso, 
the ieiter believes that advance growth is not generally wtant 
since the term should only be used for established seedlings 
present before the eomncenent of regeneration operations by the 
forest&r. It is normsl to find in this forest relatively small 
numbers of saplings of highly shade-tolerant species such as 
Guarea cedrata, and (if one visits the forest in the weeks imiidiato]y 
following a fruiting of the main species) almost astronomical numbers 
of youtg seedlings of every species from the heaviest shade-bearer 
to the most intense light-derzinder. The life-acpoctaticti of the 
latter not be numbered in day, only those which happen to germinate 
near an edsting gap having any hope of survival. Although it 
is certainly an over-cimplihication of the problem it appears 
generally true that the heavy shade-bearing trees produce seed in 
the expectation of soma of their progeny being able to survive in 
the normal light conditions of the forest ready to take advantage 
of the formation of a gap (and therefore increased light) many years 
ahead, while the non-shade-tolerant species in'odua seed in the hops 
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that SotD of their progeny will happen to germinate in or near 
an cisting gap in the canow, that being thoir only chance of 
survival apart from human interferenco. 
Thus the silvicultural treatment which the Forest 
Departnt seal to apply frees checked advance growth and 
pernits later gorrLnations to grow unchecked, the latter being 
the more important in terns of numbers of seedling-o. 
A list and description of the various operations carried 
out in the Tropical Sholterwood System of regeneration have already 
been given and there follow some i'igtn'ea of coats for each. M 
one timo it was hoped that some corrolaticTl would be fnd between 
the coat of an operation in a particular compartment and the type 
or density of the forest treated. This correlation has pr&vtd to 
be indefinite since it is complicated by the fact that almost every 
operation is done on a task basis for the labor gang, and by the 
great difficulty of assessing the average density of such vast areas 
of forest sufficiently accurately for two in coatings. 
In the paragraphe and tables which follow mention will be 
made of the way in which costs can be affected and examples of 
average, tvaiim,ii and mi-nlimim costs of each operation will be given. 
The mean and extreme costs have not been calculated from the whole 
of the work done in Bonin Division, but from samples taken at random. 
The samples range from appraidmatoly 8% to 3 of the total area 
under the Tropical Sholterwood System at the time of extraction from 
the records. 
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Mthixriin 60.4 Chains ' 
	" 	(based on 3,040 chains) 
Averwjo 3.2 chains " 	" (based on 63,116 chains)* 
It ire.y be argued that demarcation ought not to be inclined in a 
calculation of the cast of regeneration but it is felt by the 
iritor that this charro :nzt be elio:n, as the iit1iodri of labor 
organisation, control, roxt, 	necessitate the sub-diviion 
of each compartment Into stripe. in a grid of eqiinre-rrlle 
con partnents tuo miles of compartment boundary may be fairly 
apportioned to each square;. Interiuilly there are nomQ.ly three 
east-uet 'quarter-linen' to be out and thirty-one norticnith grid 
lines to give the thirty-two 2& chain-Ado strips per mile. This, 
in a i.lo-square oorapartnt thirty-elx miles or 2,O chains mot 
be cut prior to the start of the Tropical Sholtertmod System 
operations. This is eqidvulent to 4 chains per acre or 
app oinuto1y of a rrtrn-1r X)L' aoro for 	.e.rcat5.o:i. 
2. Domc.tioA., Rc]ning. 
Goats Id.rim 30.4 cL 	 -.lç 	l,6:J Iii) 
Mtnixiva 135.0 chains U 	(based on 2,560 chains) 
Average 47.8 chains 0 	0 	(based on 114,705 chains) 
The 114axinum1  and 114inimum.1  costs are in fact 'Mean 	III& and 'Mean 
I1n1xi& in the sample. The figures in brackets 3110w the amount of work 
from which these Means and the 'Average' costs have been calculated, 
while the brief statement after some of the averages in an att..oinpt to 
show the deviation from the average, in a simple manner. 
.i 	 aboo ho .vige 1engtLi of line par acre i.e 4 chains, 
and this is equivall ont to ono-tenth of a '-day per acre for 
rc1eanii3. 
3. 121 911L~ww GLui. 
Qcetg 	thmiii 1.1 	ari per acre 	012 la2 acres) 
Iiniiii 0,91 	a U 	(based on 638 acres) 
Average 1.00 0 	 (based oi 4,%2 acres) 
Crithr. 
Coat: T rthiur i.'J'l mu-ic per acre (baood on 131 acres) 
ore 0.66 	0 	 (based on 615 acres) 
Average 0.91 	tj U (based an 19,691 acres) 
The cost of climber cutting is probably more oiooiy oonnected to 
the state of the forest than any other operation, but the ec3t per 
acre,. even here, cannot be used as an index of the density or type, 
except in the nrk of one laiour gang. Climber-tangles (or 0iloit1 
patches) occur in 8V017 conartnont and the amstit of marginal 
treatment, of these, ittch is much vlowor and wre expensive than 
cutting in closed high forest, depends almost entirely on the 
discretion of the incUfldua3. ovareou'. General instructions and 
criticism of his work are given at intervals by the Forest Officer, 
1iL1, or ; an Assistant Conservator, but ovm these zit be based 
01L :l)r3D.OL opinion and local Impression and it seem likely, 
therefore, that ihiJ..e the basic coat ±b treatrxrt of closed high 
fort can be made reasonably standard in all labour units, the 
aiunt of troatnent in special areas, such as Oiloiu., will rein 
very variable and U depend largely on the o'inioae of the 
3unicxv officer innediately in c1argo. 
2.rat 
Coat; 1iiarx 1.30 rmia rr are (b 	on 391 acros) 
	
tnii3ri 0.79 	0 	I 	(based on 640 acres) 
Avere 0.91 	 ' (based on 29,446 acresr) 
 
Coat; Ibidmm 1.50 n-dars per acre (boned on 34 acres) 
niri 0.6 	u 	 u (based on 1,475 aO?O(3) 
Averaa 0.92 	 U  (based on 1.1a.46 acres) 
With the poisonin- oporatioa tcndonoioa in ooet- %-arintiono can be 
aeon reasonably otsily, It -Joomn contath that a costly let 
Poieoninsç is imualiy followed by a cheap 2nd treatint, and vice 
ver. The folloving averages of eai1ea from Sa.poba Reserve and 
frorm 	Re501970 show this, though it mwt be ronetherod that the 
two forests are not identical. 
apoba Reserve 	Okoinu. Reeeru-e 
let 2nd let 2nd 





Poison per acre. The. 	0.58 	0,60 	0,93 0.38 
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At first sight the average cost per acre of 1st Poisoning in 
Cflcoriin apponre eceasive, but the miftntwrtiall reduction in cost 
in the second treatment brings the total coat only s-lightly 
&,ovo that for Sapoba, In Saba no reduction was possible 
In the second treatment. The detailed figures shou that it is 
generally true that the higher the cost the greater is the amount 
of poison used and the larger is the number of treated trees per 
acre. 
 
Goc: T ¶admuin 0.29 ndz 	per acre (bQnc. on 75 acr) 
iinii 0.16 	" ' 	(based on 1,012 acres) 
Average 0.20 	' 	" (based on 9,28 acres) 
1ptC1njnr. 
Costs 	1010 	1jr er 	(L -1 	%3 ac) 
IW-dmmao.z 	' r 	 (bwod on 733 acres) 
Avorao 0.65 	 " (b=ed on 13,(-, 7 acres) 
'. &P1eaning. 
dnun .21 !irJe x3r acre (baod on 269 acres) 
Mtnimun 0.43 	" 	#1 a (based on 584 acros 
Average 0.58 	 (based on 6,619 acres) 
10, 3rd C1ew'jn. 
Cost; Mad.rmim 1.63 man-days per acre (based on 742 acres) 
I Jjnijrnim 0.52 	' 	 ' (based on 306 acres) 
Average 0.35 	0 	 I 	(bused on 6,792 acres) 
- 
The I'izo choi 	thc avoiao cost of 3rd Q1oains is liigiicr 
than lot Cleaninge and this is to b poctod since the waW 
grovbh Ims had longer time, to develop and is growing in increasingly 
good light eonditio'i. Also the nuthor of seedlings shaws a strong 
tendency to incroio cnd this means that if the cleaning in 
selective and, Lu reality, limited to seedling assistance, there 
are nre seedlings to be sought and cleared of creeper and 'xxxi 
gro±h. 	The following table s 	riscxi tho average coats:-. 
Doirreation, Original 	.23 n-&%ys per acre 
Deiroation, Recleaning 	.10 	0 	 U 
lot Cimbet' Outing 	1.00 	" It  
2nd Climbw Cutting 	 .91 	fl 	U U 
lstPoisoning .91 " 	ft 
2nd Poisoniii 	 .4 	U fi 
Itagoneration OoarL.s (tio) 	..O 	' 
1st C1oifwg 	 .65 	n 11 
2nd Cleaning 	 .75 	 H 
3rd Cleaning 	 .35 	' 	U U 
Total (to 3rd Cling caly) 6.62 	U U 
Before going an to consider the detailed results on a 
particular conpartmsntiddah um rnwjed under the Tropical 
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holterwood System it is necessary to strwa one important point. 
The system to be applied ww of necessity a cthica1" one. 
Tbroughoixt the developii,mt and application period from 1943 to 
date there has been, by xropean forestry standards, a very severe 
shortage of mipcwiaion at all levels. The Forest Officers, Benin, 
in the years 1944 - 1949 ww Imich of the time without a Senior 
orvioe assistant and in addition to developing the technique of 
the regeneration arutern he was responsible for the patrol and 
prooteation of over 1,100 square miles of forest, for staff, for 
revenue collection and for uages payment, a]oaie all made personally 
with coins of denominations of one shilling and less to individuel 
wamting to about Z17.,000 annually. Also there was 
the anLety for four or five months of the year concerning the water 
supplies for the several hundred labourers and their families; 
water had to be transported by lorry for these people's every 
requirement and for the mixing of the Sodium arsenite poison. 
Artificial regeneration by the ¶kaunzva method over an annual planting 
area of 700 to 900 acres required organisation and supervision, and, 
in all the work, indifferent commincations had to be coxtended with. 
From this limited description it will be clear that senior supervision 
for the regeneration work was ezLremely limited. 
With junior supervisory staff the position was undoubtedly 
better, but even so there was certainly no possibility either at 
stook-ppin cortrDnta for regoneration boforo work started 
or of altering the technique to suit individual types of forest 
as thaj were found; the narkbia of tram for poisoning '.'as quite 
ipossible. Tha system was esaatial1y rohunica1 with the trees 
to Lo ixi000d Cooidod by their species, not by silvicuiti,al 
tiibo:.nt,aaa cleaning spaclAcatlou laid dorm sittply an a 
height fl-(m the 	Tho :rri n .........o 	pervision 
uw verr scaree 	orL u 	 )iO th p1ic&ion of 
the techniques as a kind of "drill's and tho reduction of instruction 
to the simplest £ tro neossitio. 
The vast scale on which the Tropical Shalterwood System 
has been undertaken in Benin makes the assessment of success 
difficult and generalisations are very liable to be inaccurate. 
There is more likelihood of precision and truth in the findings 
if the study is confined to a single area of which the history 
and locality factors can be stated clearly. A survey, enabling 
tith] to be clone, waz mdc recently by the Nigerian Forest Department, 
end the writer, then a serving officer in that Department, had the 
fortune to be responsible for the work. 
The primary objects of the survey wore to aaseor, the 
damage caused to regeneration by the exploitation of the mature 
timber and to study the survival and growth of seedlings in the 
post-exploitation period; this was to be achieved by repetitive 
enumeration and is not to be attempted here. The initial survey 
is, however, capable of yielding data to demonstrate the application 
of the regeneration system and what the writer feels are some of the 
fundamentals of the silviculture of this forest type. 
The survey was carried out in Compartment 32, Ueonigbe 
Forest Reserve (see Map 2. ) in the south-east of Benin Division. 
This compartment was chosen because it was fairly typical of the forest 
as a whole and because it had received all the recommended regeneration 
operations and was due for early exploitation by the timber firn. 
.y 
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Its typicality was borne out on the completion of the survey as 
there were found areas both rich and poor in aeedbearers, areas 
both of 'clean' forest and, in contrast, forest with dense tangle 
Or 'iloi'. 
The area of the whole compemont is apprccd.ntely 834 
acres, but of this about 44 acres, on the extreme eastern boundary, 
lie in the shallow valley of the River 1kbixrrL. The forest on this 
small urea 	not cnthjocted to regeneration operations and it 
was excluded from the survey. Thus the effective area is 340  acres, 
in one rectangular block.. CO 	othins fron rior;h to south by 
240 chains east to west. 
The compartment i.,aa  divided before the start of the survey 
into seven equal parts by lines running north-south 20 chains apart. 
(In a mile square compartment as are the majority in Benin, there 
are four such 20 ohain-'wide blocks of 160 acres in each coripsrtment 
and each block is referred to as a Quarter; although there are 
seven 20 chain-wide areas in Compartment 32 the term 'Quarter' will 
still be used, as it is locally, for convenience). The layout of 
these Quarters can be clearly seen in Plan ito. 1. The Quarters 
were numbered 1 to 7 from west to east. 
The Quarters were divided into strips, each approximately 
zfr chains uides, by narrow paths (grid lines) running east—west. 
Owing to the extreme difficulty of obtaining accuracy with reasonable 
expenditure, the ideal was not atta.inod and there were minor 
variations from the L'igwo of &} chains in the width of the 
stripi. As the booking in the stripe was closed every 4 chains, 
the oompartmeirb wns, in effect, divided into plots, each of 
approximately one acre. 
No 'surround' was demsroatod, as might be done in a 
Sample Plot investigation. The compartment is sufficiently 
large to reduce marginal errors to a very low percentage. Also 
the forest to the north and to the south received precisely the 
same ailvicultural treatment as Compartment 32; there was forest 
to the east, untreated certainly but, sufficient to reduce marginal 
error still further; to the west was recently cleared forest, 
now farm land. 
Compartment 32 baa an elevation of approximately 150 
foot above sea level, whicli is average for the region, and there 
are no large rises or fails in ground level. The fail to the 
bed of the River Achird to the east is slight and is mainly outside 
the assessed area. Apart from this the ground is flat and level 
and there is no aspect. Owing to the very sandy nature of the 
soil the drainage is everywhere free; no streams flow through 
the area and the River ]chimi contains water for only part of the 
rainy season, usually in July, August and September. 
No direct evidence of farming was foimd but the nature 
of the vegetation in the eastern half of the compartment suggests 
that patches of farm land existed there within the last 50 years. 
Probably most or all of the compartment has at cric time been 
farmed, but in the wast this muct have been at a. very distant 
date, Som exploitation of the forest for timber appears to 
have token place in the nineteen thirties, but this was limited to 
the reDoval of a fey selected large tree of the ieliaceae. 
Dtn'ing 1939 the compartment was properly demarcated. 
A valuation surv'oy foilowad, to form an estir.nte of the mature 
tier available and the percentages of the area occupied by 
toleant forest, forest with some climbers, tangle, farm re-growth, 
etc. In the sam year a start was made on an attempt, completely 
frmetratod by the outbreak of war, to regenerate the forest by 
natural means; climber cutting was carried out, twice within the 
year, over much of the compartment. :othing further was done and 
the climbers re-grow. 
In 1942 eoedBnge more planted on the stump-sites of 
seven foiled tram. Thoo sites are now lest, the success is 
unknown, and the effect in an area of 40 acres can be discaunted, 
Work under the Tropical Sheltorwood System began in 
September 1941. Demarcation of external boundaries, quarter-
lineø and grid lines was done and a First Climber Cutting was made. 
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The table hoio'z indicates the timing of the important operations. 
Sept 1944 	 Demarcation of boundaries, quarter 
lines and grid lines 
Oct - llov 1944 	 First Climber Gutting 
Dee 1944 Mar 1945 	First Poisoning 
3wao - July 1945 	Second Climber Cutting 
Augtt 1945 	 First Regeneration Comb 
Dec 1945 	 Second Poisoning 
May - June 1946 	First Gleaning 
Sept 1946 	 Second Cleaning, with some re—poisoning 
March - April 1947 	Third Cleaning 
Oct 1947 	 Fourth Gleaning 
NM 1947 	 Second Regeneration Count 
Oct 	Nov 1948 	 Fifth Cleaning 
At the end of 1945 and the beginning of 1946, apparently 
as a result at a fear that the valuable 	trees ware not 
regenerating sufficiently profusely, attempts were nude to assist 
the natural regeneration by dibbling in seed on or near the grid 
lines. Those efforts 'iere only moderately successful and the small 
amount of work done, limited mainly to Qiava ivorensis, may be 
discounted; there is now no way of distinguishing between seedlings 
resulting from natural and artificial sowing. 
To forestall the scheduled intensive timber exploitation 
in 	rch 1950, a special cleaning was made in January of that year, 
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and the einvey ei 	iit 3 	bogu.i and couplotod in 
February 1950. 
The object was to make as complete an aessinent as 
possible of the economic trees, saplings and seedlings which might 
form the valuable portion of: the crop for the nth rotation. A 
count was made of regeneration in faur classes:— 
Under 3 fob high 
3etweon 3 feet and 10 feet high 
Between 10 Laot high and 1 foot girth B.H. 
.uotweon 1 foot and feet girth D.H. 
This method varied frot the rouiUno eoneration Counts only in 
the inclusion of class (d). 
At the sane time a simple map was built up, acre by acre, 
to show the distribution of tangle (see Plan tTo. 1. ), and the mature 
seed—bearing trees, a' the eane pecies as were molded in the 
regeneration count, -iere recorded acre by acre, girth being estimatod 
to the nearest Loot at breast height or above the highest buttress. 
The booking was closed ovory acre. 
The species enuiierated, both as rogonoraion and as seed—
bearers, were the following:-. 
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3. 	 E gaml2w2  
4. 1it 	othra 	21indric E C 
5. 	1t 3ChOQL oatuioflei E L 
6. Giroa thocii G T 
7. 	cech"ata G C 
K I 
9. c1LorA C E 
10. 	_______ A A 
11. A1i 	iQi1dQi3 A B 
12. Dliith. 	!andif1cx&a B G 
13. 	 ___________ D 13 
14. C=QgQaVw iziimorsis C G 
15. 	tepj. 92. i 	L 
L. 	ufri P A 
2/. T I 
13. 	RAU=6 T S 
19. it,iochitcna sc1orar1ci T X 
Scoce 	aiu. 	UcLerric13ii S B ± 
In this forest there are perhaps 2.00 	;1ej iiileh have 
a tree habit, although some of these never grwj ixy a sl1 size. 
In the -n-oy only twenty species were enuratei, and the selection 
was ne cti a basis of value as timber rather than frequency of 
occurrence, so that a species such as Qh1oria sjçI 	s 
t The abbreviations given here have been used in certain tables in 
this paper in order to avoid overcrowding; the initials are those 
commonly used by timber firms and by the Forest Department in Lligeria. 
included a1thoih it i ro uiile Anonicitwi== as excluded 
although it is very eon. This manner of selection was probably 
tmfortunate, certaly from the ecological view point, and it is 
obvi= that the approach irs nubjeattm. It seats necessary to 
explain the reason for this. i. survey of tiis type over an area 
of 840  acres is very expensive, both in the direct labour and in 
the into cth±.ioo. of 	m ;.nds would not permit a completely 
objective approaci 1ho .iryor had to yield alrxet immediately 
figtuoo to show the smceoe or failure of the regeneratioi operations 
measured in terms of established seedlings per acre of species 
currently valuable. The results relate only to the species mse 
regeneration is truly sought in applying the Tropical Shelterweod 
System; other species are tolerated and later encouraged in that 
system as probably assisting in the reconstruction of the high forest 
structure after the great disturbance of exploitation. 
It is a matter of airiple arithnetio that with the 
enuration closed for each acre of E340,  coting twenty species 
in four classes, the expression of the regeneration alone involved 
670200 soparate entrieo. The 	nation of all those results wee 
found by the vriter to be so oiiribereono that this was abandoned and 
six ulots, each of 20 acres, were chosen to demnetrate the tendencies 
and featLn'es iieh the sm'v'oy as a diole rovoalo • In the pages iIiich 
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foUor, and in the Plans ihioh acoozany this paper, ref ex'onoe 
will be made to the t1610 ecmrpartment usually to doiiuietrato 
broad tendencies and to the plot usually to discuss detailed 
ro$1Q.t. 
lltine 3eedbearin Troi. (See Tables 2 to 8 on the page3 
C olIo:ring) 
The enunration of the mature trees in February 1950 
revealed that there were ap'othrte1y 1943 trees of the twenty 	. 
aeloctod species over 7 feet in girth breast height or above 
buttroa3o, The diotribixtion of ticio waa irregular; 1453 of then, 
or 73, stood in Quarters 1, 2 and 3; 251, or 2.3, o(x1 in Quarter 
4, and only .239, or 12, atocxl in Q'tor 5, 6 nJ 7. Auother 
inpoz'ant fact is that in Quarters 1, 2 and 3 the atrene light 
dciinding epeciea, T ti1i-a, T 	sxu~iL,-ba and 
2glaz=aQu total 131 trec, or 7, of the total, wherean 
the sam species in Quarters 5, 6 and 7 total 133 troec, or 56 of 
the total. Thoao tmo facto are obviously a direct result of the 
p1oitatian or, mch more likely, the relati].y recent farvtng 
in the eastern ha]f of 	compartment. The tln'ee epocioa listed 
imiind3.ato].y above are, in this treat typo o1 1na1i3r, rica1 of 
the vogotaticva1 coral saje3 .fter £aa'rth. 
Table2, 
P-07ikr-*1iJ l'J-1fl 
Basal Girth Cia soe in Poet 
Species 	7 10 	11 -15 	16 and over 	Thtai 
LX 6 1 - 7 
GB 81. 19 2 iC 
EM 23 3 1 27 
so 15 3 -is 
XL 1 1 - 2 
G  28 1 1 30 
GC 20 1 - 21. 
XI 2 1 - 3 
c  3 - 3 
AL 4 2 - 6 
LB 1 - - 1 
DG 11 3 - 14 
D  32 1 - 33 
CG 23 14 3 40 
BL :3 - - 3 
PA 53 19 1 73 
TI 21 5 - 26 
TB 9 - - 9 
TX 4 - - 4 
SD 2 - - 2 
Total 424 
- 
Table 3. Qirt 2- 
Basal a Girth C1aaø in Feet 
Speeiae 	7-10 	11 - 15 	16 and over 	Total 
L  2 - 1 3 
GB 79 33 - 112 
27 - - 27 
so 8 2 - 10 
1L 5 - - S 
33 - - 33 
GO 21 2 - 23 
XI 11 - - U 
CE 3. - - 1 
AA 7 3. - 8 
AB - - - - 
B  18 5 2 25 
D  38 2 - 40 
CO 18 23 1 42 
BL 18 3 - 21 
PA 36 U 2 49 
TI 10 5 - 15 
TS 11 2 - 13 
TX 5 1 - 6 
3D 4 - - 4 
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Table 4. 
Baaa]. Girth Claases in Feot 
Spoei 	7-10 	U - iS 	16 and over 	Total 
LIt 2 *0 - 2 
G  163 81 8 252 
30 1 *0 31 
9 1 - 10 
IL *0 1 *0 1 
30 1. - 31 
31 4 1 36 
K 2 *0 - 2 
AA 6 
A B  
*0 22 
D  47 5 1 53 
0  14 10 4 28 
BL 4 *0 
PA 42 33 1 56 
TI 17 1 - 18 
T3 8 3. 9 




flasal. Girth 01aee3 in Feet 
Species 	7 -10 	U .. 15 	16 and ovea' 	Total 
35 20 - 55 
33 1 - 14 
EC 4 
2 2 - 4 
GO 6 1 7 
1 - I 
AL 2 5 -. 7 
LB 1 - - 1 
B  5 2 - 7 
D  9 1 1 U 
CG 9 16 1 26 
BL 1 5 3 9 
PA 22 12 36 
TI 31 1 - 32 
TS 21 2 - 23 
TX 1 - 5 
SD 1 - - 1 
Total 251 
Table 1  
Basal Girth Classes in Feet 
Speoio 	7 —10 	11 —15 	16 and aver 	Taa1 
1 
GB  
- - - 
G'. a a 
0 U 
- 1 1 
B 0 - - - - 
D13  
CO  
a..J_J - -121. 
TI 14 1 - 15 
20 a - 20 
19 - - 19 




I3aaJ. Girth C1ioi in Foot 
Spocieø 	7 0-10 	U - 15 	16 and av' 	Total 
- 	 -aagas 
.r .LJ 	£.  
G - - 
-. - - 
EL .- - 
G T - - - - 
G U - - - - 
C.;  
A - -- 




BL 5 3 .  - PA  
5 - - 
9 1 
TX 1 - 
S 1) - - - - 
Total 51 
Table 8. 
Bw1 GLZ'bh O1am'as in Feat 
$pecicø 	7 Im 10 	22-15 	16 and over 
Li: - - -. -
A. 
2 1 ii 
I - 1 
B 24  
G 
B - - - - 
Cu 4 
DL 6 4 - 10 
PA 10 2 12 
TI  
31 1 - 32 
TX U 2 - 13 
SD  
Total 99 
It has already been riantioned that this compartment 
was 'creamed' of its largest stem in the nineteen thirties 
and this probably accounts for the relative absence of very 
large trees. Jeverthelesc, the stocking of 9=14212mdaukw 
bal5Ser end the speee of the fanLly Meiiaeeae (the first 
ei1xt species listed in the tables) in the western half of the 
oonpertncnt is excellent. 	aforenco to the distribution of 
aeedbearers t.yill be made in the detailed ocsideration of 
individual species. 
Tanzle Votetation. 
Oc' a considerublo proportion of the compartnentangle 
of varying doisity was found to emist. Ar. indication of the 
distribution of tangle vegetation is given = Plan io. 1. In 
parts it consisted of tall nonocotyledonouc weeds, such as 
=gM= species, with an interlacing of fine herbaoeo 
clithors or oreüers wILiCLl hardly coistitutea tangle. Elsouhare 
it consisted of an almost impenetrable ns of galgag and 
Qnooca1aiis species from ground level up to 15 feet or more. 
A0w31aimmatal and Macia at,=wW.6tdjg were locally Important 
members of the tangle patches, especially in the eastern half of 
the compartment. 
In quarter 1, at the western end of the compartments  
the parts marked green on Plan No. 1. were of the least thnamciot 
type, little more than patehee a herbaceous weeds uhich bad 
not boon cut; they did not constitute true tangle vegetation 
and were not a deterrent, to tree seedlings which could grow 
through the weeds. 
In the northern half of Quarter 2 conditions were 
3irrflr to those described 	the jirocoiing paragraph, but in 
the southern half there was an area of bad tangle which (aithongli 
not of the worst Calar - ~~220cala= typo found near the eastern 
boundary of the oompartiant) foriid a blanket over the ground 
and had an important effect on the regeneration. The tangle 
had been cut back in some areas, which reduced its apparent o 
at the time of the am'vey but its presence during most of the 
regeneration period had been effective in reducing regeneration 
drastically. 
Quarter 3 was foumI to be virtwalty free of tan&.o. 
In quarter 4 the tangle was unimportant in the north, 
and in the south it was patchy but increasing In density as one 
wen, south, reaching greatest severity on the ctreme southern 
boundary. 
In Quarter 5 the north—eastern corners and an 
irregular strip a fei chains from the northern boundary were tangle 
covered. In the south were patches of varying density. 
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Quarter 6 uas found to be irregularly cavered with 
patches of relatively severe tangle. 
In quarter 7 the tangle uoi aevarep especially in 
the south. A-lmost all semblance of forest structure was lacking 
over sorrie oreas several acres in axent, with the pain climbers 
and Acacia forming a dense mass in which movement was impassible 
=wept on C-"t6, lines,, ioar the eastern bondary and abo1I fifteen 
chains from the northern botindary was an cirea in which timber 
trees and a good forest st.'uotm"e remained. This area wa 
free of clithers. 
It should be noticed that in the eastern half oi the 
compartment the wcistonce of tangle coi'icided with a paucity of 
seedboaring trees; the removal of the latter created the 
conditions for the growth of climber tangle near or on the 
ground. Li the westorha32, however, a raJor area of tangle 
was fowid ir forest which was relatively rich in soedbearing 
trees. 
This species was the nest 	in both seodbearers and 
regeneration. The mature t_--o iio ro oat in the greatest 
concentration in the northern half of quarter 3 where they 
averaged 2.7 trees per acre over 7t basal girth The 
regeneration was most con In the southern half of Quarter 
1, 	as this species has a samara-like frwit (although a ier 
of the fI7a 	-a 	fr limited distribttii 
by wind In possible and as the fruit is ripe at the period 
of most violent wind storms in Narch, dispersal is probably 
foi&y idde, In spite of thLs fact and of the existence of 
39 aeedbesrors well distributed on the 60 arroa, the southern 
half of Quarter 2 formed an island of 1or daity of rogentration, 
bounded on one aide by an area with a seedling stocking over 
70 per acre aid on two by areas with more than 150 seedlings 
per acre, 
The reason for the wiinfl areas of low stocking in the 
north of Quarter 3 is not knoi by the uriter, but it aoei 
significant that on the southern boundary of Quarter 4 the 
area with fcer than 25 so&Ungs per acre coincides with the 
only severe tangle in this quarter. 
Apart from the s11 well.-etockod area in the south- 
east, the pattern of the seadling distribution closely foUo 
the distribution of tangle in Quarter 7: the low area in the 
extreme nortlit the high density in the tangle-free area a 
furlong and a half from the nirhern bouudary, coinciding with 
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good-'ctructtwe forest containing soodboarerss the low 
density areas of the south coinciding with climber tangle. 
In brief, the wind diporaal of the fruit and the 
abundance and regularity in fruiting reduces, in theory, the 
need for eeedbearers in the immediate vicinity to obtain 
regeneration. This is borne out, in practice, by the existence 
of high density stocking of seedlings remote from aeedbearors; 
e.g. in 1usrter 5, a density of 70 seedlings per acre more than 
220 yards from the nearest recorded seedboarer. The seedling 
density certainly tends to drop sharply in tangle areas and this 
is shown most clearly in Quarter 2, south, although seedbearers 
are well distributed there. 
From personal observations it is clear that regeneration 
of this species can ectiet in shade and that it is most conuirm in 
areas there the forest structure is best displayed (i.e. shrub 
layer, middle etcrey, upper storey, on'gents and, incidentally, 
no ground tangle.) 	The development of the individual tree 
has long been, and remains, an enigma.; the seedling has the form 
of a gooseberry bush yet a misshapen nature tree is a great 
rarity; the bole is without buttresses or basal thickening, rising 
cylindrically from the ground and frequently straight, unbranohed 
and with extremely little taper to 80 feet, 
- 
(b) 	 Se Plan io. 2, 	a i±th 
mature trees this 8OO1G'3 is not corn; only 13 were recorded 
in the uhale compartment. Ovci' most of the area surved, 
however, more than 25 seadlins per acre were found, and in 
the south of Quarter 1 and the northern half cC Quarter 2 more 
than 70 per acre. 
As was found with Gao ilor1ondron the southern 
half of Quarter 2 has a low stocking of seedlings. The severe 
tangle areas on the southern bowidazy of Quarters 4 and 5 and in 
Quarter 7 are also low stocking areas. There is again a low 
stocking area in the centre, and in tho north, of Quarter 3, 
for which no adequate reason is kno'in. 
The seed of Lovoa kialneana is light, wingod and oaaily 
wind dispersed so that the fairly large total number of seedlings 
from the few seedbeerers is not surprising. The seeds germinate 
in enormes nuthers following a heavy fruiting and in the early 
weeks the seedlings are shade-tolerant; this tolerance in 
gradually lost, however, and at an ago of tor or five monthe 
the plants are decided light donanderri, so that, unless light is 
available they will die. The analysis of the regeneration 
present in the selected plots (see pages 87- 92 ) is a measure 
of the success achieved in the Tropical Sheiterwood Stem by 
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maintaining seedlings of this species and permitting their 
development. It is an excellent species for use as a key 
to decide the adequacy of canopy opening. 
(c) Quar thoiiiii. See Plan  No, 4. 	Tith the 
form of fruit and seed and the fropient failuro of dehiscence 
to occur on the tree it is logical to expect the regeneration 
to be nnich more closely associated with the distribution of 
the eeodboarers than was found to be the case with Gøi- 
ndron and iLovoa. As the seeds are attractive to animla, 
dispersal is probably dependent to a large extent on niit 
particularly rodents. 
As the area of low seedling density, coloured light 
green on the plan, covers both clean forest and tangle any 
correlation between seedling distribution and the absence of 
tangle is rather obscizi'ed, but it is true that none of the areas 
of higher seedling density coincides with a dense tangle, except 
for very emil patches. 
In the figures for regeneration in the selected Plot 
I-To, 1. it is noticeable that for this species 60 of the seedlings 
are above 10 feet high, and zimro than half of these are above 1 
foot in girth. This species is a very slow grower and those 
figures indicate the probability that m.ny of the seedlings were 
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present as advance growth before the start of regeneration 
work. The seedlings can exiat in very low light intensity 
and seem even to prefer or demand these shade conditions early 
in life*  
great rnders, the seedbearers of this species are 'iall 
distributed in the western half of the compartmant. The 
seed is not adapted for wind dispersal but the regeneration 
is well distributed in Quarters 1 to 4 except in two areas. 
The southern half of Quarter 2 again shous as a large bland 
of lower density of stocking, coinciding with the low areas 
already noted for Qocaweilorobndron and Lavoa, and with the 
area of tangle The nueh smaUr serpwtine area of by 
density in central Quarter 3 roon-s. 	In Quarters 5, 6 and 
7 the complete absence of seedboarera and the presence of 
tangle reduces the number of seedlings severely. The very 
low stocking in the dense tangle on the southern Quarter 4 
boundary and in the south of Quarter 7 are significant, 
shade, especially in youth. 
(e) MIUM ivorensin. See flan No, i. This is a 
most desirable species to obtain as regeneration because it 
has boon for mny years, and probably alwa'e will be, regarded 
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as an mctremely valuable tither. Owing to the severe attacks 
on the leading shoot by borers when the sapling is growing in 
full light, it is definitely quite unsuitable for ordinary 
plantation techniques and future supplies of timber will almost 
certainly depend entirely on natural regeneration. The seed 
is winged and wind dispersal is generally excellent, For the 
production of straight, well-grom saplings some top-shade is 
essential, but although the seedling can tolerate heavy shade 
in youth the shade must be gradually lightened, It seem 
clear that conditions approximating to the optinvrn for the 
regeneration of IQ 	can be created by the Tropical Shelterwood 
System provided that multi-storeyed structure is well developed 
in the forest; this permits the removal by cutting or poisoning 
of the shrub-layer and middle storey to leave the lighter canopied 
upper storey trees as high shade, at least during the regeneration 
period. Young advance growth and seedlings germinated at the 
earn time of the let Climber Cutting are given the desirable 
slow increase in available light owing to the protracted death 
of poisoned trees, 
ri 	3. shous wain the lack of seedlings in 
the southern Quarter 2 tangle area and in the eastern part of 
the compartment. The Quarter 4 southern boundary area also 
show paucity of seedlings in the severe tangle. It is 
generally true that areas with the beet stocking of seedlings 
are tangleree and vhceo t 	y seedlings and tangle are 
coincident the tangle is uuafly the light bwbaceous type 
abate 4iich there is sow shade, 
ajtaakg2bMM aole. See Plan No, 7. 
With a moderately large number at seodhearere usil distributed 
in the wastern half of the compartment., the regeneration of this 
species appears rather disappointing in numbers. The seed in 
winged and well adapted for wind dispersal. 
The southern halt of Quarter 2 again shows as a very 
light stocking of seedlings, but the effect is less striking 
as the mhole ooiartt to the east is little better. Although 
the aeedbeerers are most frequent in the southern parts of 
Quarters 2, 3 and 4, the regeneration was found most profuse 
in Qusrtea' 1 and the northern parts of 2 and 3. 
tanffrothram, 	 See Plan No. 9. 
lath forty-e.lz well distributed aoedbearors in Quarters 1 to 
4 the regeneration of this species is disappointing. The 
seed is winged and much is wind-dispersed so that even with 
the moderate number of itmo trees n'e seedlings ITd.ght have 
bean acpecteci. The reon rAvobably lice in the seedlings' 
light requirórnonts; in very early life they can stand shade 
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but very soon nearly full light seems necessary for their 
development., and they are then feat growing. It may woil 
be that the light admitted early in the application of the 
ioltar,xxi System (and the let: Poisoning titist have, been 
rather cautious) was insufficient for regeneration of this 
species. Support for this may lie in the presence of two  
bloc?-, of relatively good stocking in Qiv.rter 6, where the 
forest struaftre vas rather poorly developed and the poisoning removed 
relatively vro of the shade than further wont. 
(h) moamaxam oani.alIej. See Plan No. 12. 
Relatively little can be learned from a atixly of the figures. 
Soodbearerc are fey in the compartment., as they are almost 
evaaere in Benin Division# for this species is not eonu. 
Regeneration is poor throughout the forest and that is also 
true in Compartment 3. ¶he slightly better stocking appears 
to be only in tangle-t'roo forest and generally in the vicinity 
of the seedhearers. 
(1) &othq1us didrriohit. See P:La 'To. U. 
Seedbearors in the oartrint are fow and re'enoratien in 
evory.ihera scarce. The minute seed is embedded in the globular 
fleshy fruit which to prized as food by mnwls and insects. 
The seedlings are intense light demanders and under shade are 
badly attacked by shoot-boring, Lepidoptora larvae. Natural 
regeneration in ionin i:i 	R2(XO UOTI and its scarcity 
hare is not surprising. 7he species is used very extensively 
in l3enin for artiLicial regaieation for tich it is ideal. 
() C1'prg 	See Plan No, 13. Seed— 
bearers and regeneration we scarce throughout the coiattont; 
the species is not a typical oonsituent in this farew type, 
belonging truly to the dry nitxxi deciduous forest to the north 
arxl north-vest of Benin. Conditions tavaing the regeneration 
au pxtitniiar].y hi to obtain; the seedlings are light 
dending, yet in the light they b000me very heavily, and often 
fatally, attacked by the gall-torning iuseot, Phvto1v. latat 
with increased shade there is progressively decreased insect 
attack and decreased vigour to the state of ixmiity and oonplete 
suppression. Li the surveyed area hlcroi*ora is not an 
inoriant constituent of the regeneration, although the figures 
suggest that in the next rotation it will iinintain its precanco. 
(k) ilinia ncWiam, See Plan ITo. 15, Thwe 
is a good distrlbion of oadbearera of this loguriLuous species 
in Quarters 2 and 3. £uong sri1or poorly stocked areas the 
southern half of i4uartw 20 the southern boiiary strip of 
Quarter 4 and Quarter 7 (except for the c1eanoreat area one 
to tw furlongs from the northern edge) are prun1.nent. The 
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rea:Lc)n tø ein'pria1nily t'U li ibixed w1 dense for 
a species with a large ecod. The species hea light repifrernnts 
V017 3i!1tflm u -Zla__ and thi in roflootod in the di-stribution 
imape at the 	ot.on. 	or thin species also the renarlo  
ooncning the apparent inability of soe=ngo to f1oiriah in 
tangle in spite of the izdiato prcmdmityy of eedbearer rein 
true. 
(1) ic 	ofiiean. See Plan iTo, 16. Like 
1inia this is a mar of? the 	tha; the eoed Is flat  
with a surmmiding mdamnoia wing. The distribution of seed,- 
bearers is good throughout Quartws 1 to 4, but the regeneration 
distribution doi not follou this pattern and the southern halt 
of Quarter 2 and the aouthi boñary strip of Quarter 4 are 
again caaapioumw aa aroaa of poor atocIcLn; the regeneration 
in mwt dense in the clean foroot. The aiiler ooneentr&ion of 
aeadbearera in Qizuier 7 dow not now to have prothzod a 
proportionate numbev of soedlingo øø in the patch of o1m 
forest in the northern half, Ti distribution at aoedlinga 
appeare to depend on the cl aino& of tiio forest rather than 
on the ailability or prcadmity of soedbware7n. 
(n) Tri1oc1dtoi 	xzrlen i', See 	.. 10 
(n) TorLaU ivoronL,, c Plan lb. 5 
(0) 	 ______ t:33 Li io, 4. 
Tkio three species lill above are all Intense light ddera. 
The ciLtribution mpa reveal no cc*mooticrn between conceirration 
of sew1lings and cleanliue f foroat, but it is quite clear 
that oven large nuiore of aoed.boaror3 in acnaiderl 
cocentraion failed to produce ap'eciable regeneration. 
It is quite clear that for these species* iii require full 
light for their rogoziaration, the Tropical Shalterwood 3yatom 
does not produce conditions apprcL3.ting to the open., post—
farnzLng conditions in tIiieh they thrive. This is no criticism 
farm land in tihieh those species can thrive and which they 
can relatively quickly reaffareatp but there Is a I iiiytted area  
in which the 1&UM tiior trees and their associates can 
be minbal few the latter are not pioneer Spocici. On 
the eontmry, the eonoration of 11dious foroot by TLARIS2clAtm 
and 	ttyizi 	 Jfll(j be an jjoatjci of the failure of 
the Tropical Sheltarwood System. 
rtnt 32: 	iEth_Qt florm 
Ac3uits c1 
Six plots, each of t,enty acrea and each measuring 
tnty chains east-west by ten chains nat'thieoithh, have been 
selected to 	;ate the conclusions roachai. The positioxio  
of the plots are shoi on Plan ITo. 1 • The figure for the 
regeneration, ir size c1aries and by species, and for the 
seedbearera, are given in Tabio 9 to 14 on pages 87 to 9 
Plot 1 was in 'trter 1 and in tang1ofree forest 
with a woU...doue].oped structure; there vas an upper atorey to 
give light top shade tien the heavy shade casting trees of the 
middle canopy te rammed by poisonin . I .ogeneration was 
excellent, 18,517 seedlings and poise o::; enumerated* Q' 
this total 45.254 were of species of the i1oliaceae and 17.76$ 
were joeaw)oen(1rIx1 balerun, tile the intense light 
dending T!in1o*Lton.. erjirfl1a and 3arc0etha1 	. rnde 
up less than O.5. Soedbearing trees mere rxnmeroua in the 
vicinity and there were 71 of all the listed species in the plot. 
In brief, there were numerous aoodboerors in clean forest and 
regeneration of the it desired species ww very abwdant. 
Plot 3 was in Quarter 3, also in tangle—free forest 
with a well-developed atructe. Regeneration was slightly 
1o3i lentiL1 .i1.ot 1, to3 J 1'ig 14,O.'4 aoedliuigs 
and poles of the twenty pecio. 	ho build-tip of this was 
siT1ilar :J 	 L ! 	 ' I'bliaea species and 
of 	 aiia se&bearei's were abttant, 
totalliiig 11 o' the twenty spocie. 
i2øt 4 in the sowhern he11 c i,aartar 3 efir 
the results fn Plots 1 and 3. 	e fcest Lrj, clear of t5w410 
cu-id se Ibeeers xre plcatiftl., ot'i 1 ing JJ. 	cenation .1 
exceilont; 33,05 seedlings and. poles war3 found, of which 45.30$ 
uro of the Uoliaceouc spocles and 1.77L$ mere QoosUodench'on, 
Cmiditions of soil, vegetation and incidence at 
Li i':Lo- L, 3 	 7uJ EiirxU.ar, and very sLii].ar 
IIL;tn'os fo :io t:x 	 and poles ixme obtained 
in the three, together witla ib]y regular percentagag at 
the ecubituont species. 
21t 5, in Quarter 5, claimonatratcs the results obtainable 
in tangle-free forest sinilar to Plots 3 and 4, except that is in 
an area with few seedbearere of the twenty etn'ueyad species, in 
the plot xre only tWOs€xxibearore, both of relatively tuizrjxrtant 
3)O0iOD Co :AJ.3 forest. In spito of this the total nuar of 
seedlings and pales iiio1 only a zlight drop to U,575, the 
MOUacQa iJd.ng up 44.46, of this totaL and 
- 
411e3O iuroo Ohow the a4lity of this forest to 
urato freely in tng1e-ree areas although wedbearews  
were not nearby ow 3tndig an the aru. 
In Plot P. in the southern half oi 	2, 
oonditioe wore similar to Plots 10 3 and 4 in the Izfeeonee 
of ioquo oc 	'ore, but conditions wore djaizlaa, in 
the preaenco a Fiftytuo aeocibearera, of fourteen 
epooix, 	reook4, yt the r000ri1i numboD of seedlings 
and poles dropped to 60409. 
In Plot 6 in the 3oxthern po.rb of 1uartor 7, 
cditi,,n wore wowee than in Plot 2. The area w corod 
with tangle and 000dbearem wore Low1  only 18 being recorded 
and theae of only two species, 2riplo& tou aclgjM@aM and 
orrnLk. .auiJ,  4iich toothor prcxiucd only 	of the 
reduced ro 	rtiu trtal. 
In tlioae aLt iIoC 3oii, ollai.to, 1)3Ct and' 
may be taken aproziirithely 33 oonatz3. iilvioult'al 
treatment woe constant in so far as the ccLeting vegetation 
made thin possible; it in clearly impossible to i'ove an 
&.roady non-.etrnt nrlddle eauopy and climbor-cutting in the 
densest, tangle in a. practical iLipoecibility; ailvi'ouiltinul 
:d La io i, 3j, 4 ai 	iinilar. The azhthle 
of aiL1 pouiaioni 	baL,4 od.Jti 10lth J.Lth need growth 
eu ba.* leaving the saadLUiV clear and obvious in the tangle-
free areas, it mywU be that aniLs destroy relatively xre 
ee&Lthga in the clean forest than in the tangle. 
The two 3.ncipal variables uhich appear to rein 
are these of oocrn'renca of 3eedboarers and the presewe or 
absence of tangle. Jith thoo '.io viL 	:itictr3 to plots 
seen to fail into four laesz. 
Plots Is 3 arii i: 	iple aeeibearersz no. tangle 
Plot. 5: very fau oex3bearore s no tangle 
(e) Plot 2: aLe seodbearerc: t;angle presont 
(d) Plot 6: 7ox7 fmr se&boarera: tangle present 
In both (a) and (b) eonoratii ims found to be very plentiful 
42i.le in (a) rgnatici trno not 	 17rom this it 
soei33 clear that the iarrnliato presence of aoolbearers is neither 
an0000eity for , nor a guni'antee of ho establishment of 
plentiful rogen.ai'aticm of the spociot itveyed. 
In classes (a) azi (c) there nro cdeuato oodboarerø 
but in (a) aiaie mas uiare tangle. In (a), Plot 2, rogonoraticti 
as mest scarce; the presence of taug'e appears to reduce 
drastically the xegenorcic obtained, and tiiiø . cenfimd in 
Plot 6, (d) above, uhexro lao!: of local coedbeaz'ore and tangle 
or 
It M! &-'U be araqzod that aaoLhw vriaLe was the 
1niin faetat; with the inereesod difficulty of onvemtion 
in tLe the number of eUings ecLsting but not fotI xifigr 
be eonider&iLe. 	hule sxa rediicticn of totals owing to seedlings 
being uncounted in dither tangle undoubtedly oocinrod, this 
factor 	ot have bow rlthlly important for the foilouing 
rea. 	f the 60 acres, appritelyiich t1a up the low 
tocIü u.roa in the southern half of Qtui 2, 5% had been 
sv911' - oient1y cloared of tanglo in the 	eury cleanings to 
ho =kcd as a non-tangle area, althagh it wa quite obvioL 
that tangle had atated there recently. The clearing had been 
done tll enough to periiLt as carofu]. and coiiloto woQ'IcLug there 
as in the neIghbowing, fart in Querers 1 and 3. In spite at' 
this the totals of ieodJ.ins found were siuilar and in aoiie 
oases slight4v ioor 	ro recardei ii the r'ibg tangle 
Quite 0000 	soo1boxre axe necessay for the 
obtaining of adeuate regeneration but their iixdiate presence 
an area is not a necessity. Liuch ne iujxxrant is the 
fGrM at' the foxooL, the peooiice aL a good forest structure 
and the absence of te.c. 	ho Tropical XialtarwDod System 
L;LL ; 	 cJ 
important forest oharaoteriaed by hay,Imma2a Giaae2.  2.; 
tdronI 	., L022al 
baJO, etc., pz'ood th.t th'o is a stareyed etrti 
and o $OriOUs ta1c. It appears iuita1e for roration 
of tngicd, 	torey1 forest, even if there are adoquata oee1u 
bo3rars, because, the vital operatics cannot be eoatd. 
corollary Is that Overy care mmt be exrciser1 to evo the 
enoroaohzant of tangle on previously clean forest and stronuotv 
efforts must be made to pro3eo the structure of the forest, so 
far as this is compatible udth the necessary silvcuttural 
opoathig of the canopy. 	.fter cploitation the mwt vital 
conidoration in the early ywwo, of the nmct rotation should be 
the 'itenaa'iee of the forest structure, the boat and cheapest 
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O 	-3.d 	otL Z't, 18'77 417 2O 	04] 1737 	'74 013 	04 5_3; 	no 	017 'H 00 	I2 - 	002.  
- 23I1
10 I I 	i 	1 	I 	I 
Table 13 	 Regeneration Plot 10 5 
1 ilLI Species LK &B t'l cc, Ek QT Gc KI CE Apf 	AB I& P8 CG- $L R TI TS TX 53 TO1S 
Regeneration i 
Below 31  high 469 591 141. 72. 4€ 72. 49t S4 36 S'f 17(, 600 	40 101 41 727 If I - 	- 434 
31 to lot high 70 2,7 120 6 '6 ZI 2357 	331 lo 56 141 192. 	° 91 27 392 ' - 2105 
i0 	high to it  g. 34 521 1573 141 30 101 60 	664 70 5' 156 53J 	67 109 v 5çg 9  4 - 	Jo 4220 
1' to 6' girth 97 2.3 26 9 59 91 	113 31 4 39 I9S 	1z iz 45 iS 	11  7 	- 	- . qOq 
'Totals 713 1416  40 Zjg 171 .232. 1340 16Z )'5 19q 52. )514 17 313 194 , H 
of Grand Total 719 123Q46?257 14'' 200 il•6' 	1427 134 1 72 4•4 	I30 	I -5s 2-70 51 15-40 031 	02' 	010, ioo 
Mature Trees 
- H 1i Th z 
Table 14 	 Regenoratici Plot Jo. 
Species LK CB 1EM JEC I Ek ' C.-rfGr- 	a t -- J 	'- -,- , J 
Regeneration 
I3olo•r 3' 1igh .Zri 	24 	/3 - 	i7 /04. 	7 
3 2 to 10' high w sz 35 - 	21 - 172 50 
 
10' high toll g. 22 21 	22. 	I 7 io 	i; 3 	9 	23 4L7 10 	/0 - 
- 
l'to6'girth /134 - I / 322./3 IS- It 127 
Totals ,5 "77q 	/31 	41 1 	4.6 25-16 	/05 ZO 	120 WI 72 - 	232H 	
i 4 
8' 	7 - 246 
, of Grand Total o /q7  004 i7 10 1 42.4 O2.o 32c 487 lolzz 	260 - 	1 1-4z ' 0 -41 3 -6 	0-211 loo 
Ma time Treea
+T7 I 11 	- I 
PLAN No i 	 DISTRIBUTION OF TANGLE VEGETATION 
COMPARTMENT 32 - USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 
r - - 
w Erq. 
SCALE - I 7,920 AS INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 	
TANCLE 	 GR.E 
CLEAN LF-AN FOREST - UOLOtMEP 
PLAN No 2 
	
DISTRIBUTION OF LOVOA KLAINEANA 
COMPARTMENT 32 - USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 
x 
SCALE - I 7,920 OkB INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 
SEEDLINGS AND POLES 
oToas PEP. F(CP.E 	I 	I 
2STo7O  
70 TO 150  
150 ONE, MO 
(7 
S 
PLAN No 3 	DISTRIBUTION OF GOSSWEILERODENDRON BALSAMIFERUM 
COMPARTMENT 32 - USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 
	
x 	
K 	K K 	
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it 
SCALE - 1:7,920 or 8 INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 
x 	 it x 
ir 
K 	 Jr 
W. M. 
5EEDLINGS AND POLES 
PER, ACIM E= 
270 "  
70ro150 " 
'OVER 150 	 r2am 
PLAN No 4 	 DISTRIBUTION OF GUAREA THOMPSONII 













SCALE - I :7,920 o t 8 INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 
SEIDLING5 AND POLES 
UNo25 PER ARE 	[ 	J 
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PLAN No 5 
	
DISTRIBUTION OF TERMINALIA IVORENSIS 
















70 ISO " 	 flTTI 
Ovai5O 
MATHPF qrP'n TQFFT 	X 
PLAN No 6 
	
DISTRIBUTION OF GUAREA CEDRATA 











- 	 -- * 	* 





SCALE— 1:7920 	8 INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE SEEDLINGS Apfo POLES 
UND2-5 PER FiCR.  
25ro70 " 
7Ol5O " " 
OvER 150 " 
MATURE SEED TREES X 
PLAN No 7 	 DISTRIBUTION OF ENTANDROPHRAGMA ANGOLENSE 












SCALE— I:7,920 ol 8 INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE SEEDLINGS iND POLES 
UNDIt5 ei* 
25io70 " 
70'roI50 " " 
OVER 150 to " 
MItTI IPcr srrr TQJI<. 
PLAN No 8 	 DISTRIBUTION OF KHAYA IVORENSIS 
COMPARTMENT 32 - USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 
C-1 1- 
\( 
/ \\ _ 
7 7). 
W. I. b,M. 
SCALE - I: 7,920 oi B INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 
SELDLING6 FIND POLES 
pgR. ACI&E 	L 	J 
asTO7o " " 
70 yo 150 " 	" r-- 








5EEDLII4GS AND'POLE 5 
LJND6t25 PEP,ACRE 
SCALE - I: 7,920 o 8 INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 25T070  
70T0I50  
OvER 150  






K xx K K 
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K K K 	K 
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PLAN No 10 
	
DISTRIBUTION OF TRIPLOCHITON SCLEROXYLON 
COMPARTMENT 32 —USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 
: 
- K K 	 K 
SEEDLINGS POLES 
LIJ 
SCALE - :71920 	
ACRE 
8 INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 	
70  
70-150 " 
OVER. 150  
MATLJRr SEED TFS X 
PLAN No II 	 DISTRIBUTION OF SARCOCEPHALUS DIDERRICHII 
COMPARTMENT 32 - USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 
x K 
K I 




SEEDLINGS PND POLES 
SCALE'— I:7,920o8 INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 
	UN0.R25 prR. R(1 1MROUGOUT 
MTIQV- c.crn 	 K 
PLAN No 12 	 DISTRIBUTION OF ENTANDPOPHRAGMA CANDOLLEI 
COMPARTMENT 32 - USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 
I C 
D 
SCALE - I : 7,920 oi 8 INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 
SEE DL}FLG5 AD POLES 
UN1R25 PER HCRIZ I 	I 
2LSm7O 	 I 
70 r. l5u  
Ov. 150 " " 	 ~11 
NATUiL SEED TREES 
U 
K 
PLAN No 13 	 DISTRIBUTION OF CHLOROPHORA EXCELSA 
COMPARTMENT 32 -  USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 
SEEDLINGS A,,D POLE .5 
SCALE - :7.920 	8 INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 	
UN25 pfR. ACRE 	r 1 
2S,-70 
70,150  
Qv 150  
MATURE SEED TREES X 
PLAN No 14 
	
DISTRIBUTION OF TERMINALIA SUPERBA 
COMPARTMENT 32 - USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 
K 	K 	K - * 
x .- 
















K 	K K 
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SCALE - I: 7,920 	INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 
SEEDLNG5 ANo POLES 
UKORK25 PEP., ACRE  
25T.70  
7o.1SO 
OYER. 150  
MATIIRr SFFD TREES x 
PLAN No 15 	 DISTRIBUTION OF BERLINIA GRANDIFLORA 
COMPARTMENT 32 — USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 












__ 	 y___ --- , 
—s O\ 
SCALE - f: 7,920 8 INCHES TO I STATUTE MILE 
SEEDLINGS AND POLE 5 
UMDR25 PEPP, ACIX 	F 	I 
25-r. 70 " 	" 
7o-15O " " 
Ovrp, 150 " 	" 
MATURE SEED TREES 
x 
4 
PLAN No 16' 	 DISTRIBUTION OF PIPTADENIA AFRICANA 
COMPARTMENT 32 -  USONIGBE FOREST RESERVE 
x x 	A 	 IK 
a 	•: , I 	() 	: 
SCALE— 1:7.920 8 INCHES TOt STATUTE MILE 
SEDLNGS POLES 
AC. 
2.Sm7() H i 	EE 
73r1O 
3Vi( 150 ° WNW 
'v1MrIwR saFO TRFr 	X 
PPIIDIX I 
LIST OF SPL3 CITED 
Acacia pennata TIiUd. 
Acacia atacacantha DO. 
- 	op. -- 	-- 
Afzolta bipindonaia Ha ti 
Al2nb1aokja floribunda Oily. 
Aninguia robiita Aubrev, & PoUeg. (syn. Malacantha robusta A. Chev,) 
Anonidjuza irmni1 &igi. & Diels 
Antiarie afr'ioana Ehgl. 
Antrooaryon op. 
Barteria nJ.gritiana iIook • f. 
BerTht4.a grandifiora it tttc a . ft Pa 
BraohJ3togia app. 
Drideija app. 
Buolthoizia ooriaoea &gi. 
Oaianuz, doeratus Mann & Wend).. 
Caipooa1jx brevibracteatus Harm  
Ca.rapa procora DC. 
Ceiba pantanth'a Qaerth. 
Ceitia zenkeri iugi. 
Chiorophoraa, acoeiaa i3enth. & Hook. f. 
Cbraophyilum app. 
Combrotodonciron africanun icefl 
Conopharyngia app. 
Cylicodiacuø gabunonais Ham3 
Dicbapetalum app. 
Diosproa atropurpuz'ea Gurke 
Dioapyroa baztori Hiei'n 
Dioapyroa confartiiora Gw'ke 
Dice pyrea cra9Sif1o2a Hiern 
Dioepyroe iriacuipta. Hutch. & T. Me Dalz, 
Dioapyroa piacatoria Giirka 
Diatemonanthus benthamianua l3aill. 
Drypotea chovalieri BolUe ox Hutch. J.11.Da1. 
Drypetos principum Hutch, 
&iantia ch].orantha OLtv. 
ntazidroplwagma angolenee (Jolw.) G.DO. (syn. S. maoropIllwn A. Chev.) 
Entandroplaragina candolisi Harm 
&itandropliragina cylindricuin Sprague 
Fagara app, 
ttumia afrioana $tapf 
Garoinia polyantha Oliv. 
Gosawoilerodonth'on bale aantforum Hare 
Growia coriaooa Moat. 
Guarea codrata PeUogrin 
Guarea thonipaonii Sprague & Hutch. 
Hannoa klaineana Pierre & Engl. 
Harungana rnadagaecarienais Lain. 
H..flvea brasilierisis NaoU. Argo 
Hylodendron gabimae Taub. 
HjmenoBtegia afae1ii Harris  
Irvingia gabonetmis Ball. 
Khaya ivorensi 
Lannea acidiaaii. A. Ohev. 
Lecaniodisona oupanioldee Planch. (mel. aev ral other Sapindaceao?) 
LopWxa pr000xa A. Chov. 
Lovoa klaineam Pierre : 3praize 
9M9.ba ohr.yantia" of Koimedy' a Forest Flora of S. Nigeria 
?oaranga barter Iue11. Aago 
ttorolobiuzi rnoropbyUuii itobrido 
Miops heckeli3. Thxtch. & 3.M. Daizo 
Musanga onttthii R. Br. aji. U. oocnopioidcx I. Bro  
)trrimthus ar4orow P. Boauv. 




Pachylobis balrad!era (hiillaum. 
Panda oleoaa Pierre 
Pai.tnutalia joIithe Pierre ex Bail le 
Picralima nitda Th. & He].. Dur. 
Piptaderiia africana Hook. 1'. 
Polynithia auairoolen3 Engl, & Diola 
Randia eladantha K. Sohum. 
Randia app. 
Ricinodendz'on aticaniun Muall, Arg, 
Rinorea 3pp. 
Scotteilla, coriacea A. Chov, 
Seria1icia nxtorantha Airev. & ?eflegr. 
Staixltia atipitata Uarb 
Sterct1ja oblonga ttst, 
Steroulia rhinopot1a K. Scixum. 
Sterculia, tigacantha LincU.. 
Stroja, arandlf6lta Hook. f. 
Strothoaia putu1ata Oli.v. 
TerLna1ia ivorenia A. Ohev. 
Torina1ja øuperba Engl. C aieis 
Tetz'orohidiuTn dic2iioøtern Paz & K, Roffrn, 
Treculia app. 
Treina guinoonøb Fioalho 
Triciilia priouriana L J". 
Triploohiton aob1ero,71on K. churi. 
Vitec app. 
Xr].op1a app. 
